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INTRODUCTION
The structure, conduct, and performance of the U.S. wood-based
industry's domestic operations have received considerable attention in
recent years (for example: Bilek and Ellefson, 1981; Ellefson and Stone,
1984; Irland, 1975; O'Laughlin and Ellefson 1982; O'Laughlin and
Ellefson, 198la,b,c). And much has been written about the industry's
trade position (Bethel 1983). Unfortunately, the extent of the U.S.
wood-based industry's foreign operations, the manner in which wood-based
corporations organize such operations, and the factors which influence
such organization are for the. most part poorly understood. The U.S.
Department of Commerce highlighted this dilemma by stating, "There are no
known published compilations of foreign holdings of the U.S. solid wood
products industry .... " (U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade
Administration, 1984. p. 27).
Lacking is information concerning the current status of the U.S.
wood-based industry's foreign investment--type, products, partners,
magnitude, and location--as well information concerning options for the
industry's future foreign operations. Informational voids abound. For
example, what structural form(s) will be used by the U.S. wood-based
industry in their foreign investments? Will equity or nonequity
arrangements predominate? Will equity arrangements be wholly-owned, or
joint ventures? Will joint ventures be with other U.S. companies, or
with foreign partners? Will the foreign partners be governments,
individuals, or local business groups? Will U.S. companies have a
majority ownership, share in equal partnership, or have minority
ownerships in these ventures? Will the ownership shares in the hands of
the foreign partners be concentrated, or will they be spread out among a
great number of owners, essentially diluting their power? What form will
nonequity arrangements take? Will there be differences in form between
investments in developed countries and those in developing countries?
What major factors will influence the type of arrangements which
take place? Will they be external or internal? External factors could
include such things as changing nationalism abroad, changing laws and
regulations--both domestic and foreign--and increased competition with
other U.S. firms or with foreign companies. Internal factors could
include technology access and transfer, or production rationalization.
Will companies avoid joint ventures because they are reluctant to share
their methods? Is production rationalization a consideration when
establishing foreign operations? If so, do companies avoid joint
ventures because they fear the loss of some control over production?
The foreign operations of the U.S. wood-based industry, 12 companies
in particular, was subject of study in 1984. The overall objective of
the study was to document the extent of U.S. wood-based foreign
investment, to enhance understanding of the manner in which U.S.
wood-based corporations organize their foreign operations, and to
identify factors which influence this organization. Procedurally, the
study entailed a major review of existing literature from which could be
documented magnitudes and trends in the industry's international
activities; a review of literature focused on manners in which companies
within the industry could organize their international operations; and an
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investigation (via questionnaire techniques) of 12 major publicly-owned,
U.S. wood-based, multinational corporations. The firms selected met the
following criteria: 1981 sales over $1 billion; at least 5 percent of
consolidated sales or assets attributable to foreign investments; at
least $75 million in sales originating from foreign manufacturing
operations; and 25 percent or more of the voting equity of manufacturing
or mining companies in at least three foreign countries.

WORLDWIDE INTERNATIONAL DIRECT INVESTMENTS
Transnational corporations are very important to the commerce of the
United States. In 1977, they accounted for 92 percent of U.S. foreign
trade, of which 59 percent consisted of flows between unaffiliated
parties and 41 percent consisted of intrafirm flows (Table 1). The
importance of direct foreign investment has been well summarized:
"International direct investment--which involves a controlling
interest by an investor in one country in a business enterprise
or property in another country--has become an increasingly
important means of transferring capital, technology, and
production capabilities across national boundaries. An
increasing volume of direct investment is visible evidence of
growing global economic integration."
Table 1.

Transnational corporations in U.S. foreign trade, by type and
magnitude, 1977.

Amount
($ billion)

Share in
Transnational
Corporation
Related
Trade
(percentage)

Share, in Total
United States
Trade
(percentage)

Arm's length
Intra-firm

149.0
105.0

59
41

53
38

Total Transnational Corporation
Related Trade

254.0

100

92

Total United States Trade

278.7

Trade
(exports plus imports)

Source: United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations, 1985. p. 3.

100
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"International direct investmeiT!:: ac·tiviti,es of the United
S·tates and other nations not only ha:•.re
implications
for -the
of ·the world economy, bu.t also affect the
and composH:ion of Un:l'.ted Stat,s:s rd.omestic 'economic ac·tivity,
our fore
trad,e, and our balance of
and ever all
internat:ional investrrten·t position"
S. Departnten:t of
Commerce, International Trade Administratior:, 198L:.b. p. iii).
0

International direct inves·tment has grovr over d1.e long~term.
One
estimates total global direct investment a:t $14.3 billion in 191Ll-,
to $SL1S 6 billion
1981~ ~an
n~cent 21-year growth
rate of 10.6
International direct
irlvest:ment:
trend from the
1950s until the late 1970s-at r;>l3. 3 billion in 1979 (Figure 1).
From the 1979 high, howe·ver,
outflow
to
. 5 billion
in 1980. From 1981 to 1983 the
11<1a2 negative.
The U.S. ~-vas a deb·tor
nat.ion for i:J:Ie first: time since vJorld 1;,Jar I.
0

~Thile t:he U.S. position in interns:tional direct investment tvas
generally increasing dm:ing the post \?orld tiiar II era, the U.S. ·was not
a lead rela~tive to ,other industrialized nations.
During this
, the U. . share of world international direc·t investment fell from
in the 1965-69
to 28.0 pce:rcent in the 1980-81 period.
Europe accounte;d for most of dm cliff.erenc<-' (
2) . There is recent
evidence t:hat U S. multination.als are decre;as
is on
is and h:,creas
·their
direet
at home.
Despite the fact ti1.at the U.S. dollar :ros<e in value by over 50 percent
't rnost
currencies, U.S. mt.Iltina·tionals'
from 1980 to 1985
direct investment
fore
Ol'1l:y 20
0

T;.Tnile other countries have
on the U.S. "td.d1
to the
flow of in;t:ernational direct investments, thr:e U.S. continues in a
relatively s,ecure position.
In 1960, the U S. accounted for 4-9.2 percent
of the wo:rold stock of $6LJ.. 8 billion :Lnvested abroad
Ix1 1981, ·the U.S.
share had dropped to 41.5
, but the total world stock of
inves·tmen·t had grmrrn to
).
0

0

coun·tries. S1..1.ch are defined by the United Nations as
lT!i':lrke·t economi.es'";
include all ·the nations of \<Testern
United Sta·tes, Canada, A-ustralia, Ne~~·- Zealand, Japan and Sout1'1 Africa
Nations, Centre on Transnational
, 1983b). Host
direct investments made by developed countri<es are focused on
other developed nations-~73.l:- perce11.t in 1980
Investment in
the slx
:Lng nations is simila•:ly cont::er:ri.:rated betv1een 50 and 75
of this total. Foreign
U.S. companies are
similarly concentrated.
are
of abou·t 4-0 perce·nt
of the affiliates in
countries. Nore than 60 percent of ·these
have been established in Lat:in America and almost 30 percent are in South
an.d East: l-1.sia. (Un.ited :Nc.itiorLS, C~e11tre 01.1 Tra11snat:io~nal

1983c).
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Figure 1.

U.S. net capital outflow and inflow from international direct
investments, 1950-1983.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration, 1984.
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Percent of world international direct investment flows, by
country/region, 1965-1981 (five-year periods).

Source: International Monetary Fund, 1982.
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U.S. and world stock of direct investment abroad for selected
years, 1960-1981.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration, 1984.
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Figure 4.

=

$497.5 billion

World stock of foreign direct investment by recipient
country/region, 1980.

Source: Stopford and Dunning, 1983.
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In sum, international direct investment is an important component of
the global economy, accounting for $545.6 billion in invested capital in
1981 and growing at the rate of 10.6 percent annually. While
international direct investment has a long and distinguished history, it
has shown its most rapid growth in the post-World War II period. The
"typical" post-World War Two international direct investment has a number
of key characteristics: investments flow from a developed country to a
developing country; investments are made in manufacturing (not mining,
agriculture, or public utilities); investments are made for the purpose
of selling to local or regional markets, not for the purpose of ensuring
a source of raw materials for the developed country; investments are not
isolated (close contact is maintained by the parent via modern
communications, transportation, and information processing networks); and
the investments are often part of a worldwide investment strategy
established by a parent company.

FORESTRY AND INTERNATIONAL DIRECT INVESTMENTS
The U.S. wood-based industry is the world's leading importer and
exporter of wood products. Companies within the industry have not,
however, been content with merely importing and exporting wood--they have
moved abroad and established operations in foreign countries. Of the
world's 27 largest transnational wood-based companies, the majority (14)
are U.S. firms (Figure 5). Leading the world's wood-based industry in
sales in 1981, these U.S. companies had total sales of $43.4 billion, or
nearly two-thirds of the group's total for that year (Figure 6). In
1981, U.S. wood-based companies accounted for all five of the top five
transnational wood-based companies in the world. In addition, U.S.
companies claimed seven of the top ten positions, 13 of the top 20, and
14 of the top 27 transnational wood-based companies included in this
group (Table 2).
An indication of the comparative magnitude of foreign direct
investment made by U.S. wood-based companies may be gained by looking at
the paper, printing, and publishing industry for five industrialized
countries. When compared to the foreign direct investment in all
manufacturing, foreign direct investment in paper, printing, and
publishing by U.S. companies is significant, at 7 percent, but not as
high as that by Japanese or Swedish companies (Figure 7). However, in
absolute terms, U.S. companies lead the world. In 1975, U.S. companies
in this industry had a foreign direct investment stake of $3.8 billion,
about 3.5 times higher than that of the second-place United Kingdom
(Figure 8).
The value of the production of foreign subsidiaries of U.S.
wood-based firms accounted for 14.3 percent of their total worldwide
production in 1981. This was not as high a percentage as in other
industrialized countries. However, the trend between 1977 and 1981 was
upward for U.S. companies, contrary to that in most other countries and
the world average (Figure 9).
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World's 27 largest transnational wood-based companies, by
home country of companies, 1981.

Source: Stopford and Dunning, 1983.
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Table 2.

Top 27 transnational wood-based companies in world, by
company and sales, 1981.

Company

Home Country

Sales
($ million)

Georgia-Pacific Corporation ............................................U.S.A. .......................... 5414
International Paper Company ......................................... U.S.A. ......................... .4983
Weyerhaeuser Company ............................................... U.S.A .......................... .4502
Champion International Corporation ................................U.S.A. ......................... .4004
Scott Paper Company ....................................................U.S.A ........................... 3644
The Bowater Corporation plc ..........................................U.K .............................. 3504
Reed International plc ....................................................U.K .............................. 3248
Crown Zellerbach Corporation 1...................................... U.S.A ........................... 3148
Boise Cascade Corporation ............................................U.S.A ........................... 31 07
Statsforetag AB ............................................................ Sweden ....................... 3042
Mead Corporation ..........................................................U.S.A ........................... 2900
Kimberly-Clark Corporation .............................................U.S.A. .......................... 2886
St. Regis Paper Company2 ............................................ U.S.A. .......................... 2819
Moore Corporation Limited ............................................ .Canada.........................18 79
MacMillan Bloedel Limited ..............................................Canada .........................1842
Union Camp Corporation ............................................... U.S.A ........................... 1666
Oji Paper Company Limited ............................................Japan ........................... 1560
Westvaco Corporation ................................................... U.S.A ........................... 1551
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation ..............................U.S.A. .......................... 1493
Svenska Cellulosa Atiebolaget. ......................................Sweden ........................1471
Abitibi-Price Corporation ................................................Canada .........................1469
Daishowa Paper Manufacturing
Company, Limtted .......................................................Japan ........................... 1433
Swedish Match AB ........................................................ Sweden ........................1386 Diamond International Corporation3 ................................U.S.A. .......................... 1289
Consolidated-Bathurst Incorporated ...............................Canada .........................1233
DRG plc ........................................................................ U.K ...............................1201
Papierwerke Waldhof-Aschaffenburg
Aktiengesellschaft (PWA) ........................................... Germany .......................111 0

Source: Stopford and Dunning, 1983.

1 Crown Zellerbach is no longer independent. A majority of their outstanding
shares of common stock were acquired by Sir James Goldsmith in1985.
2 St. Regis Paper Company was acquired by Champion International Corporation in
1984, vaulting Champion into first place as the world's largest wood-based

company.
3 Diamond International was acquired by Sir James Goldsmith in 1982.
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Where have these investments been made? Are they scattered evenly
over the globe or are they concentrated in developed countries as are
direct investment made by other U.S. manufacturing industries?
Preliminary data suggests concentration to be the case. In a 1966 study,
about 85 percent of the net fixed assets of the majority-owned foreign
affiliates of U.S. companies in the paper and allied products industry
were located in the developed areas of Canada, Europe, Japan, New
Zealand, Australia, and the Republic of South Africa. This compares with
about 80 percent for all U.S. manufacturing companies (Lambiase, 1972).
A closer examination of the 12 companies studied here provides a
better understanding of the foreign investments of the wood-based
industry (Tables 3, 4, and 5):

*

"[Boise Cascade Corporation] ... is an integrated forest products
company. It is engaged principally in the manufacture,
distribution and sale of paper, office products, packaging and
building products, and in the management of timberland
resources to support these operations. Its manufacturing and
distribution facilities and its timberlands are located
primarily in the U.S. and Canada" (Boise Cascade Corporation,
1985. p. 1).

Boise Cascade's foreign operations in 1984 involved eight equity
investments, including one foreign joint venture and seven wholly-owned
subsidiaries, were identified (Tables 3 and 4). Except for the plywood
and paper plant in the Philippines, all operations were in developed
countries. They include three pulp and paper mills in Canada, a
composite can plant in France, and three corrugated container plants,
joint ventures, in West Germany and Austria. The company's foreign
subsidiaries do not provide a major portion of total company sales--only
10 percent of 1981 worldwide sales. However, foreign operations were
profitable, accounting for 38 percent of worldwide profits in that year
(Table 5). Such was the highest percent among the 12 companies studied.

*

"[Champion International Corporation] ... is an integrated paper
and forest products company primarily engaged in the
manufacture, conversion, and distribution of paper, packaging,
and wood-based building products. The company also derives
income from energy resources" (Champion International
Corporation, 1985. p. 1).

Champion International had 25 equity investments abroad in 1984,
placing the company fifth among the 12 companies studied with respect to
number of foreign investments. Most foreign investments are joint
ventures, although the company does have majority-owned, equally-owned,
and minority-owned subsidiaries (Tables 3 and 4).
Foreign operations are important for Champion. In 1981, sales of
foreign subsidiaries accounted for 14 percent of total sales, foreign
trading (or operating) profits accounted for 23 percent of total
worldwide profits, foreign assets accounted for 14 percent of total
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Table 3.

Wholly-owned subsidiaries and joint ventures of 12 major U.S.
transnational wood-based companies, by company and type of
subsidiary and venture, 1984.*

Wholly
Owned
Subsidiary

Company

Majority
Owned
Subsidiary

Equally
Owned
Subsidiary

Minority
Owned
Subsidiary Unknown Total

Boise Cascade ........................7 ........................................1 .................................................. 8
Champion lnternational. .............................. 8 .....................3 ................. 3 ................11 ......... 25
Georgia-Pacific .......................6 ............................................................................................. 6
Great Northern Nekoosa.......... 1................... _....................1 ..................1 ............................... 3
International Paper. ............... 36 ..................1.....................8 ...................•............................ 45
Kimberly-Ciark ........................9 ................. 8 .....................5 ................. .4 ................. .8 ......... 34
Mead ....................................10 .......................................10 ................. 3 ..................1......... 24
Scott Paper............................ 9 ................. .4 .....................9 ................. .7 ............................. 29
Union Camp ............................2 ................. 2 .......................................................................... 4
Westvaco ............................... 2 .................................................................................1 ............3
Weyerhaeuser. ..................... 13 .............................................................6 ............................. 19
Total.

0 I

I

111 "" 1111""" "" 11" 11951"" """"" 23."" """ 01

•

I

I" I

.371 """" 0

I""

241"
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I

... I " " "
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"I I

I

I

I

200

Note: While Crown Zellerbach was included in the study, they had no identified foreign
subsidiaries in their annual report or 1O-K form.
Source: 1984 Annual Reports and 1o-K Forms.
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Table 4.

Foreign subsidiaries of the major U.S. transnational wood-based
companies by company, subsidiary type, and country, 1984.

Venture Type

Location

Name

Boise Cascade
Wholly Owned Subsidiaries

Equally Owned Subsidiaries

Austria
Duropack Welpappe Gesellschaft m.b.H.
Canada
Boise Cascade Canada Ltd.
France
Boise Cascade France S.A.
Boise Cascade Philippines, Inc.
Philippines
Switzerland
Melcarta Holding A. G.
United Kingdom
Boise Cascade Sales Ltd.
W. Germany
Schumacher Verwaltungs Gesellschaft m.b.H.
Austria
Duropack Welpappe GmbH

Total Subsidiaries of Boise Cascade· 8

Champion lntematjonal
Majority Owned Subsidiaries

Equally Owned Subsidiaries
Minority Owned Subsidiaries
Unknown

Bates do Brasii-Papel e Celulose, S.A.
Champion Papel e Celulose, S.A.
Weldwood of Canada Ltd.
Canada
Neopac Naestved A/S
Denmark
Manufacturas de Carton, S.A.
Ecuador
St Regis Hellas, S.A.I.C.
Greece
Empaques Multiwall Ultrafort, S.A.
Nicaragua
Envases Industriales Nicaraguenses, S.A.
St. Regis A.C.I. ply. Ltd.
Australia
A.H.I.- St. Regis (N.Z.) Ltd.
New Zealand
Obbola Linerboard A.B.
Sweden
Zellstoff-und Papierfabrik Frantschach, A.G.
Austria
Cia Colombiana de Empatques Bates, S.A.
Colombia
Monterey Printing & Packaging Ltd.
Zambia
Pinetree General Insurance Co. (Bermuda) Ltd.
Bermuda
Pinetree Universal Insurance Co. (Bermuda) Ltd.
St. Regis (Alberta) Ltd.
Canada
St. Regis Paper Co. (Canada) Ltd.
St. Regis Resources, Ltd.
Neopac A/S
Denmark
Svenska St. Regis Services, AB
Sweden
A.P.V. Holdings Ltd.
United Kingdom
Reed & Smith Holdings Ltd.
St. Regis International, ltd.
St. Regis Paper Co. (U.K.) Ltd.
Brazil

Total Subsidiaries of Champion lnternatio~

Georaja-Pacific
Wholl~·

Owned Subsidiaries

Brazil
Canada
Japan
W.Germany

Total Subsidiaries of Georgia-Pacific· 6

Amazonias Ccmpensados E. Laminados
Federal Packaging Partition Co. Ltd.
St. Croix Pulpwood Ltd.
The Beaver Wood Fiber Company Ltd.
Georgia-Pacific International Corp.
Georgia-Pacific International Corp.
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Table 4.

Continued.

Venture Type

Location

Name

Great Northern Nekoosa
Wholly Owned Subsidiaries
Equally Owned Subsidiaries
Minority Owned Subsidiaries

United Kingdom
Panama
Costa Rica

F.A. Marsden Ltd.
Industria Panamena de Papal, S.A.
Envases Industriales de Costa Rica, S.A.

Total Subsjdjaries of Great Northern Nekoosa· 3
International Papel
Wholly Owned Subsidiaries

Majority Owned Subsidiaries
Equally Owned Subsidiaries

Bahamas

International Navigation Ltd.
International Paper Co. {Asia) Ltd.
Puerto Rico Container Co. Ltd.
Brazil
International Paper SIC Ltda.
Canada
Anglo-American Paper Co. Ltd.
Atlantic Transportation Co. Ltd.
Canadian International Paper Co.
Canadian International Pulp Sales Co. Ltd.
CIP Paper Products Ltd.
CIP Research Ltd.
Comercials Alcohols Ltd.
Dominion Cellulose Ltd.
Facelle Co. Ltd.
International Paper Sales Co.
Miramichi Lumber Co. Ltd.
New Brunswick International Paper Co.
France
International Paper {Cellulose) S.A.
Societe Civile lmmobi!iere les Semestres Montcalde
Societe lnmobiliere de Ia Region Nord de Paris
Societe Mediterraneene d'Emballages
Societe Normande de Carton Ondule
French West Indies
Guadeloupe International Paper Co.
Martinique International Paper Co.
Italy
International Paper !!alia S.p.A.
Netherlands
Forest Lines Agencies BV
Netherlands Antilles
International Paper Antilles NV
Spain
Cartonajes lntemaciona! de Canarias S.A.
Cartonajes International S.A.
International Paper {Espana) S.A.
Papelera lnternacional S.A.
Switzerland
International Paper Co. {Europe) Ltd.
United Kingdom
Davollnternational Ltd.
Inland Distributors Ltd.
International Paper Co. {Europe) Ltd.
International Paper Co. {U.K.) Ltd.
International Paper Co. Ltd.
Venezuela
Envases International S.A.
Canada
International Stanley of Canada Ltd.
Masonite Canada Ltd.
Tahsis Co. Ltd.
Ucona Holdings Ltd.
Colombia
Productora de Papeles S.A.
Israel
Cargal Ltd.
Italy
Silicartone S.p.A.
United Kingdom
British International Paper Ltd.

Total Subsidiaries of !ntematjonal Paper: 45
Kimberly-Clads
Wholly Owned Subsidiaries

Canada
France
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
Panama
United Kingdom
W.Germany

Kimberly-Clark of Canada Ltd.
Le Tabac Reconstitute S.A.
Papeteries de Malaucene
Sopalin S.A.
Kimberly-Clark Benelux Operations B.V.
Kimberly-Clark Intern'! Finance Corp.
Kimberly-Clark International, S.A.
Kimberly-Clark Ltd.
Kimberly-Clark G.m.b.H.
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Continued.

Venture Type

Location

Majority Owned Subsidiaries

Canada
El Salvador
France
Philippines
Singapore
South Korea
Thailand
Venezuela
Australia
Colombia

Equally Owned Subsidiaries

Minority Owned Subsidiaries

Unknown

Japan
South Africa
Brazil
Malaysia
Mexico
South Africa
Bermuda
Brazil
Canada
France
Mexico
Netherlands
South Korea

Name

Spruce Falls Power & Paper Co., Ltd.
Kimberly-Clark de Centro America S.A.
L.T.R. Industries S.A.
Kimberly-Clark Philippines Inc.
Kimberly-Clark Far East Pte. Ltd.
YuHan-Kimberly, Limited
Kimberly-Clark Thailand Ltd.
Kimberly-Clark International, S.A.
Kimberly-Clark of Australia Pty Ltd.
Colombiana Kimberly S.A.
Colombiana Universal de Papeles S.A.
Jujo Kimberly K.K.
K.C.S.A. Holdings (Ply) Ltd.
Suzano Kimberly Industria e Cornercio Limitada
Kimberly-Clark Malaysia Sendirian Berhad
Kimberly-Clark de Mexico, S.A. de C.V.
Carlton Paper Corp Ltd.
Ridgeway Insurance Co. Ltd.
K-C do Brazil
Kimberly-Clark lumber (Canada) Ltd.
Papeteries de Mauduit
Avent, S.A. de C.V.
lnmobilaria Ecatepec, S.A.
Kimberly-Clark Holdings B.V.
YuHan-Kimberly, Ltd.

Total Subsidiaries of Kimberly-Clark· 34
~

Wholly Owned Subsidiaries

Bermuda
Canada
France

Equally Owned Subsidiaries

Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
Switzerland
W.Germany
Bahamas
Canada

Italy
Japan
W.Germany

Minority Owned Subsidiaries
Unknown

Canada
Japan
Switzerland
Bermuda

Westbury Reinsurance Ltd.
Mead Packaging (Canada) L!d.
Northwood Pulp & Timber Ltd.
Mead Packaging Europe s.a.r.l.
Mead Reassurance S.A
Mead-Emballage S.A.
Mead Verpakking B.V.
Mead International Finance N.V.
Mead Management Services S.A.
Mead Verpackung G.m.b.H.
Pulp Asia Ltd.
Northwood Forest. Industries, Ltd.
Packagemaster Ltd.
Mead lmballaggi S.p.A.
Mead-Tappan Company Ltd.
Altonaer-Wellpappenfabrik G.m.b.H.
Papierfabrik Meldorf G.m.b.H.
ARK Wellpappenfabrik G.m.b.H.
Sudwestkarton G.m.b.H.
WEPOBA G.m.b.H.
British Columbia Forest Products, ltd.
Harima M.I.D., Inc
International Fibre Sales, S.A.
Wrenford insurance Company Ltd.

Total Subsidiaries of Mead· 24
Scott Paper
Wholly Owned Subsidiaries

Belgium
Canada

France
Philippines
W.Germany

Scott Continental
Scott Graphics International Div.
Canadian Timberlands Div.
Cape Chignecto Lands Ltd.
Owikeno Lake Timber Company ltd.
Scott Maritimes Ltd.
Boutob Brochard Scott SA.
Scott Paper Philippines, Inc.
Scott Paper GmbH Non Wovens
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Continued.

Venture Type

Location

Majority Owned Subsidiaries

Canada
Spain
Taiwan
Thailand
Australia
Costa Rica
Hong Kong
Italy
Japan
Malaysia
Singapore
Thailand
United Kingdom
Argentina
Brazil

Equally Owned Subsidiaries

Minority Owned Subsidiaries

Canada
Colombia
Mexico
South Korea

Name

Scott Paper Ltd.
Gureola-Scott S.A.
Taiwan Scott Paper Corp.
Thai-Scott Paper Co. Ltd.
The Bowater-Scott Corp of Australia Limited
Scott Paper Co. de Costa Rica
Scott Paper (Hong Kong) Ltd.
BL1rgo Scott S.p.A.
Sanyo Scott Co. Ltd.
Scott Paper (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.
Scott Paper (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
Scott Trading Ltd.
The Bowater-Scott Corp. Ltd.
Celutosa Jujuy, S.A.
Amapa Florestale Cellulose S.A.-AMCEL
COPA-Companhia de Papeis
Canso Chemicals, Ltd.
Papeles Scott de Colombia S.A.
Grupo San Cristobal S.A.
Ssangyong-Scott Paper Co. Ltd.

Total Subsjdjarjes of Scott Paper·29

UnjonCamp
Wholly Owned Subsidiaries

United Kingdom

Majority Owned Subsidiaries

Ireland
Spain

Bush Boake Allen Ltd.
Union Camp Chemicals (U.K.) Ltd.
Union Camp Ireland Ltd.
Cartonajes Union, S.A.

Total Subsjdjarjes of Unjon Camp· ....1.
Westyaco
Wholly Owned Subsidiaries
Unknown

Belgium
Brazil
Australia

Westvaco Europe, S.A.
Regesa, Ltda.
Westvaco Pacific Pty. Ltd.

Total Subsidiaries of Westvaco: 3

Weyerhaeuser
Wholly Owned Subsidiaries

Minority Owned Subsidiaries

Australia
Belgium
Bermuda
Canada

Weyerhaeuser (Aust.) Pty. Ltd.
Weyerhaeuser, S.A.
de Bes' Insurance Ltd.
Quadrant Development Ltd.
Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd.
Greece
Cargal Hellas, S.A. (through Cartonpack, S.A.)
Cartonpack, S.A.
Hong Kong
Weyerhaeuser (Far East) Ltd.
Italy
Weyerhaeuser ltalia S.r.l.
Japan
Weyerhaeuser, S.A.
Philippines
The Capricorn Corporation
United Kingdom
Weyerhaeuser, (U.K.) Ltd.
W. Germany
Weyerhaeuser GmbH
France
Cartonneries du Forez
(through Seyfert International, S.A.)
Dropsy Carton, S.A.
(through Seyfert International, S.A.)
Seyfert International, S.A.
Soc. Nouvelle des Pap. de La Haye Descartes s.a.r.l.
(through Seyfert International, S.A.)
Malaysia
Kennedy Bay Timber
Silam Forest Products, Sdn. Bhd.
(through Kennedy Bay Timber)

Total Subsidiaries of Weyerhaeuser 19

TOTAL FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES· 200

Source:

Corporate annual reports (1984) and Corporate 10-K forms (1984).

Table 5.

Foreign activity of the 14 largest U.S. transnational wood-based companies ranked by
worldwide sales, 1977 and 1981.

Worldwide
sales
($million)

Sales of
foreign
subsidiaries
as percentage
of worldwide
sales

Direct exports
from home
country as
percentage
of worldwide
sales

Foreign
trading (or
operating)
profits as
percentage
of worldwide
profits

Foreign
assets as
percentage
of total
assets

Foreign
employment
as percentage
of total
employment

Company Name

1981

1977

1981

1977

1981

1977

1981

1977

1981

1977

1981

1977

International Paper
Weyerhaeuser
Champion International
Scott Paper
Crown Zellerbach
Boise Cascade
Mead
Kimberly-Clark
St. Regis Paper
Union Camp
Westvaco
Great Northern Nekoosa
Diamond International

4983
4502
4004
3644
3148
3107
2900
2886
2819
1666
1551
1493
1289

3541
3283
3127
2208
2340
2316
1822
1726
1996
1082
1001
924
979

21
8
14
37
16
10
N.A.
37
13
N.A.
12
N.A.
6

22
10
15
31
15
9
2
35
11
N.A.
12
N.A.
7

9
21
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
2
8
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

6
20
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
4
5
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

22
3
23
N.A.
20
38
N.A.
33
20
N.A.
7
N.A.
N.A.

20
9
13
N.A.
20
7
2
29
15
N.A.
19
N.A.
N.A.

5
5
14
N.A.
24
11
N.A.
43
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
4

22
7
14
N.A.
17
13
N.A.
45
18
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
8

N.A.
N.A.
18
N.A.
22
0
N.A.
N.A.
16
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

25
N.A.
20
42
22
5
N.A.
N.A.
17
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.- Data not available.
Source: Stopford and Dunning, 1983.
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assets, and foreign employment accounted for 18 percent of total
employment (Table 5). In 1984, foreign subsidiaries' sales to
unaffiliated customers of the company accounted for 12.3 percent of
Champion's total sales.
Champion International became the world's largest paper company in
1984 with the acquisition of St. Regis Corporation, i.e., total paper and
paperboard manufacturing capacity of more than 6.5 million tons per year.
St. Regis had operations in developed as well as developing countries,
both wholly-owned subsidiaries as well as joint ventures.

*

"[Crown Zellerbach] ... is a fully integrated forest products
company which owns or controls approximately two million acres
of timberland in the United States. It manufactures paper,
corrugated containers, specialty packaging materials, nonwoven
fabrics, logs, lumber, and plywood, and operates large
distribution businesses which distribute broad product lines of
paper and office products. It also derives revenue from oil
and gas production and leases on its lands" (Crown Zellerbach
Corporation, 1985. p. 1).

Crown Zellerbach was involved in foreign markets through 1981
primarily via large investments in Crown Canada. Until the sale of the
latter in 1981, sales made by Crown Zellerbach's foreign subsidiaries
accounted for 16 percent of company total sales; foreign trading (or
operating) profits accounted for 20 percent of company worldwide profits;
and foreign assets (chiefly in Canada) accounted for 24 percent of
company total assets in 1981 (Table 5). Since selling Crown Canada in
1981, the company has concentrated on domestic markets; 1984 annual
reports make no mention of foreign investments. To further complicate
matters, Sir James Goldsmith, a British financier, purchased and began
reorganizing Crown Zellerbach's operations in 1985-86.

*

"[Georgia-Pacific Corporation] ... is one of the world's largest
forest products companies. Founded in Augusta, Georgia, in
1927 as a wholesaler of hardwood lumber, G-P has diversified
its original lumber business to include a comprehensive
assortment of building materials. Our building products
distribution system, with 142 branches in 47 states, is the
most extensive in the industry" (Georgia-Pacific Corporation,
1985a).

In terms of sales, Georgia-Pacific was the world's largest
wood-based company with respect to sales until Champion International
acquired St. Regis. The company's foreign operations are, however, quite
limited both in number and in contribution to total company sales. Of
1977 worldwide company sales, only 6 percent originated from the
company's six foreign subsidiaries. All such subsidiaries are
wholly-owned, including a veneer plant in Brazil, gypsum plants in
Canada, and sales subsidiaries in Japan and West Germany (Tables 3 and
4). Despite company ownership of foreign operations, no mention of any
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foreign strategy is given in the company's 198L,l annual report or 10-K
form.
~'<:

"[Great Northern Nekoosa] .. , is a major prodt1cer of pulp and
paper, with a capacity of 3.0 million tons a year.
Pulp and
paper manufacturing, paper distribution and envelope
account for about 95 percent of sales. we are
also in the lumber and ply>vood business" (Great Northern
Nekoosa Corporation, 1985).

Grea·t Northern Nekoosa
does not have extensive foreign
imTes·tments (Tables 3 and
Only three foreign subsidiaries were
identified, a wholly-owned subsidiary in the United
, an
owned subsidiary in Panama, and a minority-owned subsidiary in
Costa Rica.
The company's
opera·tions consists mostly of exports.
'>e

" [ Tn"cernational PaQ&_r Company] .. is a major worldwide
enterprise
a land resource management company that produces
and markets a wide variety of products and services to many
diverse customers. The company operates 15 pulp and paper
mills, 58 packaging
and 16 wood products plants in the
U.S.
In addition, the company has 21 manufacturing facilities
in Europe, Latin America, and Asia, supported by sales offices
in Zu.rich, Paris, Barcelona, London,
, Hong Kong, and
Toronto" (International Paper Company, 1985. p. 22).
0

0

•

0

International Paper Company is
far the industry leader with
to number of foreign subsidiaries. Of the company's 45
subsidiaries--36 are
owned, one is majority~o.,med, eight are
equ.ally-owned subsidiaries-- International
has no minority shares in
joint ventures (Tables 3 and 4). All but one of the company's foreign
mills and plants are owned alone, or in. a j oin·t venture
The one
exception is leased.
0

International Paper's income statement reflects the importance of
foreign opera-tions to the company.
In 1981, sales of foreign
subsidiaries ~vere far more important to International Paper than ~N"ere
U.S" exports. The former accounted for 21 percent of worldl,lide sales
vvhile exports accounted for only 9 percent of sales.
Foreign trading (or
operating) profits were 22 percent of 'ivorldwide profits (Table 5). The
company sells paper and packaging products via sales offices located in
various international locations. Excess pulp is also sold abroad through
agents and subagents. Their principal market areas are in North America,
\.Jestern Europe, and Japan.
~·~

"[Kimberly- Clarke Corporation] ... its consolidated subsidiaries
and equity companies are engaged in a single, vmrldvJide
business employing advanced technologies in absorbency,
fiber-forming and other fields.
The corporation produces and
markets a wide range of products
t of \vhich are made from
natural and synthetic fibers for personal care, health care,
and other uses in the home, business, and industry. The
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Corporation also produces and markets specialty papers
requiring specialized technology in development or application,
as well as traditional paper and related products for newspaper
publishing and other communication needs" (Kimberly-Clark
Corporation, l985a).
With 34 foreign subsidiaries, Kimberly-Clark is one of the most
active wood-based companies in international markets. It is a company
that describes itself as a number of subsidiaries and equity companies
"engaged in a single worldwide business" (Kimberly-Clark Corporation,
l985a). Kimberly-Clark does not favor wholly-owned subsidiaries or any
particular type of joint venture over the other. Ownership of
subsidiaries is evenly divided between nine wholly-owned, eight
majority-owned, five equally-owned, and four minority-owned ventures
(Tables 3 and 4). Kimberly-Clark also conducts research and development
on a multinational basis in the United States, as well as in the United
Kingdom, France, Korea, and Canada.
Company income from foreign operations is very important, accounting
for 37 percent of total sales, 33 percent of total profits, and 43
percent of total assets in 1981 (Table 5). In 1984, operations outside
the U.S. contributed 24.3 percent of that year's net income
(Kimberly-Clark Corporation, l985b).
Kimberly-Clark has a long history of international involvement. The
company was established in 1872 with the production of newsprint made
from linen and cotton rags. In the 1920s the company began foreign
operations in Canada with a pulp mill and power plant. The marketing of
consumer products outside the U.S. began in 1925. In the 1950s, a major
foreign expansion began when the company's established operations in the
United Kingdom, Mexico, and West Germany in order to meet competition in
such countries (Kimberly-Clark Corporation, l985c).

*

"[The Mead Corporation] ... ranks among the nation's largest
forest products companies. It produces and markets a broad
line of printing and writing papers, paperboard, packaging,
shipping containers, pulp, and lumber. It is also a leading
producer of school supplies, and its Mead Merchants division
distributes paper, packaging and supplies made by Mead and
hundreds of other manufacturers" (Mead Corporation, 1985).

The Mead Corporation has 24 identified foreign equity investments in
eight countries. Most are wholly-owned or equally-owned subsidiaries
(Tables 3 and 4). For the most part, these subsidiaries produce
packaging systems. Mead also has sales subsidiaries or affiliates in a
number of countries in Western Europe and Japan. In 1977 (the only date
for which information is commonly available), the company's foreign
subsidiaries accounted for only 2 percent of total worldwide company
sales and 2 percent of total worldwide company profits (Table 5).
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*

"[Scott Paper Company] ... including our international
operations, is the world's leading manufacturer and marketer of
sanitary tissue paper products. In the United States, through
our Packaged Products Division, we sell a broad range of
products for the home and away-from-home markets.
Internationally, Scott operations are located in 20 countries
and primarily manufacture and market sanitary paper products
similar to those produced in the United States" (Scott Paper
Company, 1985b. p. 1).

Scott Paper Company is firmly committed to international markets.
In 1981, sales from foreign subsidiaries accounted for 37 percent of
total worldwide sales (Tables 3 and 4). In 1984, sales of Scott's
consolidated subsidiaries and equity affiliates totaled $1.3 billion.
This was 46 percent of total company worldwide sales--an increase of 7
percent over the previous year, despite a decline in nearly all foreign
currencies against the U.S. dollar (Scott Paper Company, 1985a).
Scott is one of the few wood·based companies that publicly states
its international strategy. Scott focuses on investing in markets in
which the company has or can obtain market leadership and maintain a
competitive advantage necessary for a sound return on investment:
"Our international strategy is to focus our resources on those
operations which serve large, growing markets, and which have
existing or potential market leadership that can provide the
foundation for enduring competitive advantage and attractive
return on investment" (Scott Paper Company, 1985a. p. 19).
Scott intends to implement this strategy through equity investments in
subsidiaries which can be controlled through majority ownership or
effective management control. The company clarifies its ownership
policies as:
"The company's strategy is to concentrate its financial and
human resources on those international affiliates which it
believes to have the greatest potential for growth and
profitability, to seek effective management control or majority
ownership of most such affiliates, and to begin to implement
greater standardization of its worldwide sanitary paper
products business. As a part of this strategy, the company is
seeking to divest its interests in some of these affiliates"
(Scott Paper Company, 1985b. p. 8-9).
Scott has 29 foreign subsidiaries operating in 21 countries. While
stating its intent to have majority ownerships where possible, the
company only has nine wholly-owned, and four majority-owned subsidiaries.
The remainder, nine equally-owned and seven minority-owned subsidiaries,
are not controlled through equity ownerships. Except for an investment
in pulping chemicals in Canada, all the minority investments are in
developing countries, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, and South
Korea (Tables 3 and 4).
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foreign direct investments acco·unted fo:r only 8
l:otal sales and 5 percent of total ass,s·ts in 1981.
In c::on:trast, T]. S.
the company accounted for 21 percent of total worldwide
exports
In the future, ·the company ~<Jill
company sales in that year (Table 5).
exports in its s
to
in foreign
contiJ:m.e to
marke·ts.
Evidence of this is
in th,eir annual report:
In order to main:tain our r11arket position and long- term
markets, we hmre met: comp,etit:ion v;:U::h
presence in
Over time, as ·the dollar re·turns to
Jceduced
relationship, ~·Je expec·t "tO
much
improv·ed
volumes and values driven s
demand from the fast~growing, wood-short economi,es of the
Pacific Rim"
Company, 1985. p. 2, 3).
In summary, t:he U.S. wood-based traiJ.snational companies are a
diverse lot <1dth involveme·nt and commitme-r1t to foreign inve.stments
signific.omtly
company.
Some firms, such as Boise Cascade B,.!1d
, depend more on sales from the exporting of llli·ood products
from the U.S. than on sales resulting from foreign operations.
Often
foreign
consist of sales subsidiaries which a:ce des
to
assist in these
One company, Crown Zellerbach, has withdra\lm
from involvement
markets while another,
ion
In·i::ernational, is in the process of divesi:ing a significan·t
of
its fore
inv,estments in order to pay off debts assu.med from the
i·tion of another wood-based company (i.e. , St.
).
Creal: Northern. Nekoosa and
Pacific have
relied more
on sales to domestic markets than sales to ,,wrld markets. Their annual
reports and 10
forms
no indication tha·t the future \~Vill be
othendse.
S:cot:t: Paper and
Clark have extensive direct
investm.en·ts and hmre s·tated irrternational strategies in their annual
reports and 10-K forms.
Westvaco and Union
both have very few
direct foreign inves·tments, but those
do have are
International Paper Company and Mead have extensive investm,:mts abroad,
but no mention of their
these investmmYts is
publicly ackno~vledged.
III addition, boi:h companies i·ndica·te tha·t the
recent strength of the U.S, dollar in the
1980s ha.s hurt their
compet.itive posi·tion.

ORGANIZING FOR INTERNATIONAL

OPERJ~oTIONS

Corporations may become involved in international activities for a
number of reasons.
Once they choose to do so, ho>ATever, only t"i1ree
avenues are open to them, namely trade,
io investment, or direct
investment (Figure 10). Trade involves the import and export of goods
and services.
Portfolio investment is the direct investmen1: in foreign
assets with the sole objective being "for investment pu.rposes only," with
the investor taking little or no role in active
Direct
investment involves investment in foreign asse·ts ,,ifith ~the intent of
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actively manage those assets. ltlhile trade is important and portfolio
investment involves movement of capital abroad, neither involves active
management of foreign operations.
Only with direct investment does
active management occur.
The fine difference between portfolio and
direct investment has been well described:
"The act of establishing a foreign subsidiary is something
fundamentally different, in both its economic and business
implications, from ·the act of making a portfolio investment
overseas.
The establishment of a subsidiary generally
ies
a number of different things:
It suggests that an entity is
being created on foreign soil which a U.S. enterprise proposes
to endow vvith some physical assets, or >JJith funds to acquire
some physical assets; but it suggests also that the en·tity will
be linked in some sort of common strategy with o·ther units in a
multinational system, performing the roles that are assigned to
it on behalf of the system as a \vhole" (Vernon, 1972. p. 43~t4).

Conditions Influencing Foreign Market Entry Decisions
The type of inves·tment made by a corporation in a foreign country
depends on many factors.
A comprehensive classification of external and
internal factors influencing foreign market entry decision was made
Root (1982) (Table 6).
External factors are conditions over which the
company has little or no control, conditions which occur in the foreign
host country as well as conditions which occur within the home country of
the company.
Internal factors are conditions which occur within the
company.
In general, no single factor will be the deciding reason a
company chooses to enter a market in a particular manner. At times the
factors will be conflicting, and the weights assigned to the various
factors will change. All such conditions should, however, be considered
vihen assessing foreign market entry.
Foreign Countrv Conditions
Companies generally have little control over condi·tions such as
sales potential in a foreign country. Yet sales potential affects the
mode of entry chosen, e.g., low sales potential favors nonequity
investments while high sales potential favors equity investments.
Similarly, a market which is very competitive may pose high risks and low
profits, thus leading to a sales subsidiary or a distributor. An
oligopolistic market, in contrast, may lead >co high equity investment
which is necessary in order to compete against the power of the dominant
firms.
The threat of competition within a market may dictate the type of
investment.
If rapid market entry is desired, then a joint ve-nture or
other equity sharing arrangement may be the most useful approach. Using
such an entry mode, a company may be able to rapidly penetrate the market
by taking advantage of the experience or facilities of a local partner.
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Table 6.

Conditions influencing type of business arrangement for
foreign business activity, by type of arrangement.

Factor

Generally Favors:
Indirect
and Agent/
Distributor
Exporting

Licensing

Branch/
Subsidiary
Exporting

Equity/
Investment
Production

Service
Contracts

External Factors
(Foreign Country):
Low sales potentiai. ........................ J<.. ............... X ........................................................... .
High sales potential. .........................•.................................... X ................... X. ................. .
Atomistic competition ...................... X ................................... .X........................................ .
Oligopolistic competition ............................................................................... X ................. .
Restrictive investment policies ......... X ................ X ................ X ...................................... .X
Liberal investment policies ............................................................................ X ................. .
Poor marketing infrastructure ............•.................................... X ....................................... .
Good marketing infrastructure .......... X .............................................................................. .
Low production cost. .................................................................................... X ................. .
High production cost. ...................... X ................................... X ....................................... .
Restrictive import policies.................................... X ....................................... X. .................X
Liberal import policies ...................... X ................................... .X........................................ .
Dynamic economy ........................................................................................ X ................. .
Stagnant economy .......................... X ................ X .......................................................... .X
Restrictive exchange controls .......... X ................ X .......................................................... .X
Low political risk ..................................................................... X ................... X ................. .
High political risk .............................. X ................ X .......................................................... .X
Liberal exchange controls ............................................................................. X ................. .
Exchange rate depreciation ..............•........................................................... X ................. .
Exchange rate appreciation ..........•...X ................................... X ....................................... .
Small geographical distance ............. X ................................... .X........................................ .
Great geographical distance ................................ X ....................................... X ................ .X
Small cultural distance ............................................................ .X.................... X ................. .
Great cultural distance ......................X ................ X .......................................................... .X

External Fadors
(Home country):

~~~~ ::;:~:r~·.·.·.·.·.·:::::... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.-.x.: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :x::::: ::::::::::::::: ~::: :::::::::::::: ::
~\fg~~i~s~~~~~~~t~i~~:::::::::::::::::.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::x:::::::::::::::::::

~:~:i~~~~~~~~;~;;~·;_::·:·.:_::·:·:·:·:·::·:·:·::·:·:~::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::~
.X ................
Restrictions on investment abroad ...

Internal

X .......................................................... .X

Factors:

Differentiated products .................... X ................................... X ....................................... .
Standard products ........................................................................................ X ................. .
Service-intensive products ..........••.••..•................................. X ................... X ................. .
Service products .....•................................•......... X ...........•........................... X ................ .X
Technology-intensive products .......................... X ........................................................... .
Low product adaptation................... X ...............................................................................
High product adaptation ...................................... X ................ X ...................
Limited resources ....•.......................X ................ X ........................................................... .
Substantial resources ............................................................ X ................... X ................. .
Low commitment .........••••.•.......•...... X ................ X .......................................................... .X
High commitment ..........................•..•...•................................ X ................... X ................. .
Extensive foreign experience ...••......•....•............................... X ................... X ..•...............
Limited foreign experience .............. X ................ X ................ X ...•....................................

x ................. .

Source: Root, 1982. pp. 17-19.
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Marketing infrastructure and the production costs within that market
will also influence entry mode decisions. A well developed marketing
infrastructure is essential for the distribution of a product. If such
conditions exist, a company can use established agents and distributors
within the country to market the product. A poor marketing
infrastructure will require a company to handle its own distribution and
establish its own sales branch within the host country. Production costs
can depend on costs of wages, raw materials, overhead, and economies of
scale. Low production costs within a host country will favor the
establishment of an equity investment in production facilities in that
market. High production costs favor servicing that market through
nonequity means.
Host governments may establish policies that favor certain
investment types. Liberal investment policies favor equity investments by
foreign companies, while restrictive policies place legal limits on the
type of investments that be made or the sectors of the economy which may
be entered. Host governments can also influence investment types by more
subtle methods. For example, import policies can effect a company's
entry decision in two ways: force the equity investment into a
previously established market so the host country can retain a share of
that market, and affect the inflow of raw materials needed to produce a
product or establish the foreign operation.
"The relationship between transnational corporations and host
countries evolves within the framework of national legislation
and regulations relating to direct foreign investment and other
policy aspects that affect the activities of such corporations
within the host countries. Activities have to be viewed in the
context of the legislative and regulatory measures under which
the corporations are required to operate. It is consequently
important to analyze the nature and pattern of such measures in
a number of countries and regions" (United Nations, Centre on
Transnational Corporations, 1983a. p. iii).
Attitudes of the host countries can be a deciding factor in the
establishment of a foreign operation and in the type of operation which
is established. A study of the forest-based sector in Latin America
noted:
"Legislation identifies motivations for encouraging foreign
investment (for example, increased employment, increased
capital, improvement in foreign exchange position, and
technology transfers) but at the same time it provides
guidelines with regard to the 'minimum acceptable' conditions
for foreign investment. As such, fundamental conditions and
attitudes which the foreign investor faces in the countries are
often expressed in legislation. In addition, however, forestry
laws often provide some specific guidelines for investment in
the forest-based sector" (Gregersen and Contreras, 1975. p.
28).
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Wood-based companies may not have much choice in the type of venture
established. While a company may desire complete and total control over
its opera·tions, an equity sharing arrangement may be dictated by law.
Consider:
"
control over all foreign subsidiaries, as it: prevailed
generally until the Second World War, simplifies matters for
the mother company.
But such an approach totally ignores the
political and psychological realities of the postwar world,
and, in particular, the w·orld\'dde rebellion against comple·te
fore
economic control.
This rebellion is not confined to
the new countries but extends to some of the old countries of
\-!estern Europe'" Friedmann and Beguin, 1971. p. 26).
an equity sharing agreement
, rather than
loosing control of equity under unfavorable circumstances, may be a
preferred course of action. 1iJood~based companies may be particularly
vulnerable in this respect.
"'In the raw materials industries, it can be foreseen that these
countries v.Jill continue to press fore
owned enterprises for
a reapportioning of the two parties.
In industries in which
·the foreigner's role was most dispensable- -1.-1hether because of
capit.al requirements, technological considerations, or
questions of market access-~the erosion of the foreigner's
position vdll be most rapid" (Vernon, 1972. p. lLl-8-lLi-9).
controls can effect the type of
sought by a
company.
Liberal exchange controls favor company actions to remove
profits and initial equity from the hos country, Restrictive
policies favor the low or nonequity forms of entryo
Normal changes in
currency values can also affect the lat·ter.
A depreciating foreign
currency implies that exports from the home country will be more
expensive, a situation favoring equity investment in production in the
host
An appreciating foreign currency means that asse·ts within
the host country are becoming more expensive in terms of t:he home
country's currency, a situation vJhich favors a
means of entry.
Political risks influence the
of investments made by companies.
Such are risks that a fore:Lgn government may~ -unkno1i'm to a company-establish lav.rs or
"which affect:
. Low
itical risk encourages equit.y investments, while a high degree of such
risk encourages low or nonequity forms of market entry.
's basic economic and
itical structure will also
The host
affect ·the method of
chosen by a company.
economies often place restrictions on the types of investments welcomed.
A.
and growing economy generally favors an equity investment. An
investment in such an economy offers the best: opportunity to
participate in the economy's growth. A stagnant economy generally favors
inves ·tments .
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Geographic and cultural distances can also affect the entry mode
decision made by a company.
Shipping costs generally increase with
geographic distance, a very important consideration when products are
bulky and low value per unit of weight or volume. When exported, higher
shipping costs make it difficult for such products to compete with
locally produced products.
Equity investment in production facilities
for products of this type are generally favored. Cultural distance
between the home and host country societies can be just as important as
geographic distance. Differences in language and social structure may
pose difficulties for company executives when attempting to understand
markets, a situation which increases risk and favors nonequity forms of
market entry.
Conditions influencing corporate decisions as to the entry mode will
depend on the degree to which a country is developed economically and
socially.
In this respect, four classifications seem appropriate:
developed countries, developing countries, countries of the communist
economic group, and the non-OECD European countries. While most
countries in the latter tvm groups (communist and nonOECD) do not permit
foreign participation, none of the companies studied had investments in
either group.
Because of this, countries in these groups will not be
examined further here.
Developed Countries as Hosts. Developed countries generallt welcome
foreign direct investment, especially in manufacturing sectors.
Their
attitude with respect to imvard direct investment has been well
summarized:
"The policies of developed market economy countries with
respect to inward direct investment generally reflect their
basic philosophy that international investment promotes a more
efficient allocation of available economic resources and can
contribute significantly to the development of their economies,
when it is allowed to flow freely in response to market forces.
The policies also reflect their view that, on the whole,
foreign investment brings in competition and ... stimulates
industrial efficiency and technological advancement.
In the
case of some countries . . . investment policy is also influenced
by their dual position as significant 'exporters' as well as
'importers' of foreign direct investment. Neutrality with
respect to inward or outward investment flows and a relatively

1 Developed countries are collectively known as the First World;
they include all coun·tries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD).
OECD was established September 30, 1961 with the
intent of promoting economic and social welfare in OECD countries.
Governments of 24 countries are members of OECD, namely United States,
Canada, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey, and the United Kingdom.
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open attitude toward incoming foreign investment generally
characterize their policies" (United Nations, Centre on
Transnational Corporations, 1983c. p. 77).
Most developed countries use screening procedures for new foreign
investments (e.g., official government approval for each investment).
Performance requirements in the form of legal commitments made by the
investor are often expected as a quid pro quo for official approval.
Performance requirements may include such things as: required or
negotiated levels of domestic ownership; required levels of exports;
limitations on imports; guaranteed levels of employment; minimum numbers
of nationals on the board of directors; minimum levels of equipment,
research, and development expenditures; and minimum levels of local
content. Australia, Canada, Greece, Italy, Ireland, New Zealand,
Portugal, and Spain all impose such requirements.
Some developed countries have significant restrictions on sector
investments. For example, some OECD countries have outright restrictions
on foreign investments in certain industry sectors. Restricted
industries in the service sector can include banking, insurance,
communications, air transport, and international transport by land and
shipping. Restricted natural resource and energy industries can include
forestry, agriculture, fisheries, mining, oil, and nuclear energy. A
summary of the regulations affecting direct investment in both the
developed and the developing countries may be found in Appendix A.
Developed countries may limit direct foreign investment by placing
restrictions on access to domestic capital. Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
and Sweden all place varying degrees of restriction on foreign investors
wishing to raise capital in local markets. The larger countries, which
are both exporters and importers of foreign direct investment, treat
foreign and domestic investors equally regarding the raising of capital.
Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom fall into this category.
Developing Countries as Hosts. As with the developed countries,
policies of the developing countries vary considerably, depending on a
country's economic philosophies, resource endowments, development
strategies, and industrial and technological capabilities. Even where
policies of different countries appear to be similar, closer examination
often reveals subtle differences objectives and the approach toward
achieving such objectives.
Developing country investment policies toward foreign countries and
corporations resemble those of the developed countries in three broad
areas. First, both reserve specific industrial sectors or activities for
ownership by their own citizens. Second, performance requirements are
imposed by both developed and developing countries; however, they are
more extensive in the developing countries. (In a recent study of
incentives and performance requirements, only 6 percent of the 15,603
U.S.-owned affiliates in developed countries were subject to
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trade-related performance requirements. In contrast, 29 percent of the
7,627 U.S.-owned affiliates in the developing countries were subject to
such requirements [U.S. Department of Commerce, 1981]). And third,
investment incentives are offered by both developed and developing
countries--with some distinctions. For example, while the developed
countries generally rely more on direct financial assistance, the
developing countries rely on tax and tariff incentives which do not
directly affect government budgets.
Developing country policies toward investments by private
corporation of foreign nations must be viewed in a historical context to
be thoroughly understood. For much of the 20th century, transnational
corporations were perceived by world leaders as mechanisms for
transferring capital and technology to developing countries with the
ultimate intent of increasing employment and prosperity in such
countries. Such corporations were welcomed as forces of progress--not as
threats to national traditions, values, and sovereignty. Executives of
transnational corporations and the leaders of developing nations
perceived a mutuality of interests (Write, et al., 1982). Much changed
in the decade of the 1970s. Leaders of developing nations, believing
transnational corporations would eventually lead them to the ranks of
industrialized nations, instead found the disparity between
industrialized and developed nations a continuing fact. Developing
nations became increasingly disillusioned with the presence of
transnational corporations within their borders. A fundamental problem
between developing countries and transnational corporations was goal
incompatibility. The goal of most transnational corporations, optimizing
return on investment, was not compatible with the goal of most developing
countries, namely to improve social and economic conditions within their
country (Write, et al., 1982).
Host developing countries may be divided into three groups with
regard to policies concerning inward direct investment (United Nations,
Centre on Transnational Corporations, 1983c). First are countries with
small markets and/or small resource endowments which have been unable to
attract substantial investment by multinational enterprises despite
having maintained liberal policies towards foreign direct investment.
Countries in this group are the smaller nations in African, the
Caribbean, and the Pacific regions where investment laws and regulations
are focused on regulating the entry of foreign direct investment and
providing substantial incentives to foreign investors. Even with such
incentives, multinational companies view these nations as poor
opportunities for limited corporate time and financial resources.
Ironically, such nations would benefit the most from foreign direct
investment because they are among the poorest in the world.
A second group of countries are those which, until recently,
prohibited or severely restricted participation of foreign entities in
their economies. Countries in this group include the Peoples Republic of
China, Cuba, Egypt, Guinea, Nicaragua, the United Republic of Tanzania,
and Vietnam. Foreign direct investment policies of these countries have
been significantly modified in recent years. For example, the Peoples
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Republic of China (1979) and Cuba (1982) have both enacted joint venture
laws which enable par·ticipation of foreign investors with local entities.
Likewise, both Guinea and the Un.it.e.d Republic of Tanzania have signaled a
willingness to accept increased foreign investment (United Nations,
Centre on Transnational Corpora·tions, 1983c).
A third group, ·though limited in number, are countries ~.rith sizable
marke·ts ·tha'c have a·ttracted the bulk of foreign investment flm,;rs to the
develop
world.
Included is Argentina, Brazil, Chile, India,
Indonesia, ·the
of Korea, Hexico, and Venezuela (United Nations,
Centre on Transnational Corporations, 1983c).
In the early 1970s, such
countries were in a strong
position because
were centers
of growth and development and, co11.sequently, became the major recip
of foreign direct inves·tment among
nations.
They instituted
many
focused on
1:lirect inves·tment and -technology,
regulations which addressed topics such as:
screening and
of foreign investment; prohibition or restriction of foreign
in
sectors; control of t:akeovers; restriction of
capital to minority holdings in certain sectors;
regulation of
agreements;
·cion of restrictive business
; and performance requirements for subsidiaries of transna·tional
corporations such as requirements relating to
and integration
with the domest:Lc economy (United Nations o Centre on Transnational
Corporations, 1983c). The
ective of such regula·tions was to regulate
foreign investment and technology flows, not to diminish them.
Since the
1970s, many of these ;cegulations have been changed or removed in
response to severe balance of
difficulties
ing countries, combined vdth high real interest rates, sluggish
economic grmvth, and a weakness in
markets due to a world•1Jide
recession
Nations, Centre on Transnational
, 1983c
These factors combined ·to create a climate where foreign investment was
needed t:o sustain economic and industrial
in accordance with
national plans.

countries ·typically aspire to several
'"ith regard
to
and t:he use of foreign capi·tal and resources to do so.
Of
concern are:
planning a.nd
the inflmv of desired foreign
investment and
into specified industrial sectors; establ
performance
for
O'il11l.ed
o especially to
increase local con·tent, increase
(or at least reduce
) ,
and
the transfer of usable
from the industrialized
national ·technological and managerial
ili·ties;
participa·tion in the
and
and
management of the local
of transnational corporations
Nations, Ce1--:c·tre m1. Transnational
, 1983c). The extent to
which countries promote na-tion.al
and limit: fore
ovmership affects the forms of
established"
Developing countries' policies regarding domestic ownership and
control fall into three areas:
domestic ownership; employment of
national personnel at
levels; and domestic control at the
enterprise level (United Nations, Centre on Transnational Corporations,
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1983c). Most such countries have equity participation restrictions and
sector participation restrictions of various sorts. Many have
performance requirements while others (notably Brazil and the
Philippines) tie their financial incentives and subsidies to the extent
to which the enterprise is locally owned.
Policies of developing countries continue to emphasize a belief that
foreign capital investment may impinge on national control and even
national sovereignty. Reality implies that such concerns must be
balanced against the need for foreign capital required to meet
aspirations for economic development. Policies of many developing
countries reflect the belief that such goals will not be met without
meaningful domestic participation in the equity of domestic enterprises.
Their view is that significant domestic equity ownership from the
beginning of a venture is the only way to ensure meaningful domestic
participation (United Nations, Centre on Transnational Corporations,
1983c). Bargaining for such participation has become common to the
resource-rich but industrially underdeveloped countries for at least two
reasons (Ozwa, 1982). First, through experience many developing
countries have become very sophisticated in their ability to negotiate
with transnational corporations. And second, there are many more
transnational corporations bargaining for the same resources.
Future conditions influencing foreign investment in developing
countries will be determined by three significant trends (United Nations,
Centre on Transnational Corporations, 1983c). First, developing
countries are expressing an increased interest in acquiring technology
which is both current and suitable for specific industrial sectors.
Industries which can offer such technology will be in strong bargaining
positions. Second, performance requirements rather than outright
investment restrictions are becoming more common in developing countries.
Such are being limited to a few key requirements rather than a plethora
of requirements which are both difficult to obey and to enforce. And
third, many policies and programs of the developing countries have been
established with a view towards building national managerial and
technological capacities. Trends of this nature are important to the
wood-based industry. They imply that companies must be willing to enter a
developing country with a keen awareness the host country have
development goals which it intends to achieve. As long as the company
facilitates achievement of such goals, it will be welcome.
Home Country Conditions
Government policies in a company's home country will effect the type
of investment established abroad. A government which actively promotes
exports via export incentives or product promotion will indirectly
encourage foreign market entry through agents and sales subsidiaries
rather than equity investments in foreign production facilities.
government restrictions on the export of capital and technology will in
contrast restrict equity investments abroad.
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Market conditions in the horne country will also effect the type of
investment established abroad. For example, if all economies of scale
have been achieved in a large horne market, there arise good reasons
(e.g., diversification, closeness to markets) to establish new production
facilities abroad (favor equity investment). In contrast, in a small
horne market where economies of scale cannot be reached by domestic sale
of a product, exporting and the use of agents or foreign sales
subsidiaries become logical means of organizing.
The competitive structure of the home market can also be a factor in
the entry mode decision. In oligopolistic industries, firms tend to be
very sensitive to the balance of market equilibrium. Company actions
which upset the balance will be copied by all firms in the industry.
Exporting or licensing activities are not commonly viewed as affecting
domestic markets. Firms in oligopolistic industries do not, therefore,
tend to copy the movements of their competitors into foreign markets in
this manner. Direct foreign investment, in contrast, is seen as
potentially affecting domestic markets. Companies in oligopolistic
industries tend to copy the movements of competitors making direct
investments into foreign markets.
Internal Company Conditions
Factors internal to the organization and operation of a company can
affect the market entry decision. Highly differentiated products
competing on a basis other than price can absorb much higher shipping
costs than can undifferentiated products and still remain competitive in
foreign markets. Hence, highly differentiated products encourage market
entry through exports rather than through direct manufacturing.
Service-intensive products (products requiring a number of pre- and
post-purchase services such as engineering or product use consulting)
favor market entry modes in which the seller maintains a direct presence,
thus giving the buyer confidence that the seller will be in a position to
provide product support. Local production and branch sales offices are
favored for service-intense products. Companies with
technology-intensive products or products with very strong brand names
are in a position to license such technologies or products--a very cost
effective way of entering markets. Where products require considerable
modification or repackaging to make them suitable for the local foreign
markets, a direct presence by a company will ensure that such changes are
made and that catastrophic marketing mistakes do not occur.
Factors not related to product type can also influence entry mode.
For example, a company not willing to commit vast resources to
international operations may not consider equity investment in foreign
production as a realistic alternative. Likewise, a company with little
experience in foreign markets may prefer market entry via a joint venture
or other equity sharing arrangement whi~e attempting to learn more about
investments outside the U.S. In contrast, a company experienced in
foreign investments may take a more integrated approach, an approach
which fits the integrated investment strategy of the company. Companies
with experience in a particular foreign country face fewer unknowns and
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are thus likely to approach the market with less caution than if
experience was limited or nonexistent.
Foreign Business Climates Affecting Business Arrangements
Business Climates to be Anticipated
Countries have investment climates which may be viewed as lying
along a temperature gradient ranging from "hot," to "moderate," to "cold"
(Figure 11). Seven parameters are used to define where on this gradient
a country's investment climate would be located, namely (Litvak and
Banting, 1968. p. 461):
. Political Stability - "a system of government which permits
representation of the major segments of its society, enjoys the
confidence of its people, generates conditions for continuity
of business operations, and is sympathetic to private
enterprise."
. Market Opportunity - "a sufficient nuniber of customers with
incompletely satisfied needs and the necessary resources with
which to satisfy those needs for the product or service in
question."
. Economic Development and Performance - "the level of a
country's economic growth, efficiency, equity, and stability,
which shape the environment for private enterprise."
. Cultural Unity - "the values, goals, attitudes, social
relationships, and interactions between distinct segments
within a country's people in terms of shared heritage,
unassailed by competing groups."
. Legal Barriers - "a proliferation of public measures in the
form of laws and regulations which either deliberately or
unintentionally restrict or discourage existing business
activities and the future environment for private enterprise."
. Physiographic Barriers - "the obstacles to the development of
efficient business operations created by the physical landscape
or land forms of the country."
. Geo-Cultural Distance - "barriers created by geographical
separation, cultural disparities between countries and problems
of communication resulting from differences in social
perspectives, attitudes, and language."
"Hot" investments countries are politically stable; high in market
opportunity, economic development, performance potential, and cultural
unity; and low in legal barriers, physiographic barriers, and geocultural
distance. "Cold" investment countries are those having the opposite
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characteristics of "hot" countries. And "moderate" investment countries
have characteristics somewhere in between.
Business Arrangements to be Implemented
Type of Country. Three types of investments (full equity
investments) would be expected in countries with "hot" investment
climates--manufacturing subsidiaries, branch plant assembly operations,
and sales and service branches (Figure 11). Wholly-owned manufacturing
subsidiaries would be expected since a company may desire a strong
presence in a local market. Such a subsidiary generally involves a large
investment, e.g., facility which fabricates finished goods from
unprocessed raw materials. Alternately, the company may establish a
branch plant or assembly operation (assemble products from semi-finished
materials brought in from other plants) which does not require as great
an investment as a wholly-owned manufacturing facility. Lastly, a
company may wish even lessor investment in a "hot" country and as such
would establish a sales and a service branch.
"Moderate" investment climates are transition climates that
facilitate franchised distributors and joint ventures (Figure 11).
Franchised distributors involve contracts where-in a company exchanges
marketing experience (e.g., trademarks) in return for royalties (lump sum
fee, percent of sales, goods purchased at discount) for the use of such
experience (Oman, 1984). Joint ventures are contracts in which two or
more entities combine some of their resources--yet maintain separate
identities--to create a separate, quasi-independent entity. Joint
ventures may involve companies or persons in the host country, or with
the host country government. The foreign company may have a majority
ownership, a minority ownership, or equal ownership with its partners.
"Cold" investment climates involve little or no equity investment by
the foreign company and are of three types: licensing arrangements,
other nonequity contract arrangements, and agent's wholly-owned
manufacturing operations (Figure 11). Licensing arrangements are
contracts in which the company exchanges knowledge (e.g., patents,
manufacturing methods) in return for royalty payments--while at the same
time retaining ownership to such knowledge. Other nonequity contract
arrangements include management contracts, turnkey contracts (foreign
company establishes complete production unit in host country),
product-in-hand contracts (turnkey contract in which project is fully
operational with local personnel), production-sharing contracts (foreign
company undertakes exploration for suitable sites [e.g., mining] in host
country), risk service contracts (production sharing contract in which
payment is cash, not physical output), and international subcontracting
(company acts as contractor placing orders with subcontractor in
developing country). All such arrangements involve the exchange or
transfer of technical knowledge with little or no equity investment by
the foreign company (Oman, 1984).
Examining the investment gradient from "hot" to "cold" countries,
one would expect more equity investments to be used in "hot" countries,
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and an increased use of shared and nonequity arrangements in "moderate"
and "cold" countries (Figure 11). Such a hypothesis was tested in the
late 1960s and early 1970s (Litvak and Banting, 1968; Goodnow and Hansz,
1972) when 100 countries were classified according to "hot," "moderate,"
or "cold" investment climates, and the type of market entry chosen by 250
U.S. manufacturers into these countries was subsequently studied. The
study found that companies depend increasingly on export entry and
decreasingly on investment in local production as companies move from
"hot" to "cold" countries. For the "hot" countries, exporting to them
represented 47 percent of all entry modes, investment in local production
represented 29 percent, and licensing and mixed modes accounted for the
remainder. In sharp contrast were investment modes to "c,old" countries.
In the latter, exporting represented 83 percent of all entry modes, while
investment in local production represented only 3 percent. Licensing and
mixed modes again accounted for the remainder.
Extent of Eguity. Just as no form of domestic investment is ideal
under every circumstance, no form of foreign investment is
unconditionally ideal. Consider the advantages and disadvantages of three
investment types, namely, full equity, partial equity, and nonequity
arrangements.
Full equity investments in foreign markets have numerous advantages
(Brooke and Remmers, 1978a). They provide product support and add
credibility to a company's claims to customers; provide opportunity to
maintain close control over transfer of funds, market share, and sales
volume; and act as a representative of the company's interest in a
market. Perhaps the primary advantage of a wholly-owned subsidiary is
that the owning company has complete control over the operation of the
subsidiary--information on company operations needs to be disclosed to
persons outside the company. As such, the company has far more
flexibility in establishing prices for the raw materials sold to a
subsidiary of a foreign company, and in establishing prices for the
products produced by the subsidiary. The company has control over
hiring, training, and wages. And finally, profits from the subsidiary
need not be shared.
Disadvantages also exist for full equity investments. Operational
risk (e.g., business conditions unknown to home company management),
monetary or foreign exchange risk (e.g., loss of profit or asset value
due to change in exchange rate), and political risk (e.g., imposition of
rules such as export quotas, limits on raw material imports,
nationalization, and expropriation) are risks which all foreign
investments share. Full equity ownerships bear the highest exposure to
such risks.
Partial equity investment types are an example of a second foreign
investment type (Brooke and Remmers, 1978a). Advantages include ability
to rapidly penetrate a market; less financial and human resource
commitments required than with full equity arrangements; and reduced
political risk when local partner is a voice to local government.
Disadvantages of partial arrangements range from limited ability of local
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partner (e.g., poor management skills) to loss of control (e.g.,
delegation of responsibility to local partner), and from communication
problems (e.g., local partner unwilling to share manufacturing and
marketing methods) to diminished profit and growth opportunities (e.g.,
sharing of profits and new technologies).
Nonequity may also be used by companies interested in foreign market
involvement. Many of the advantages of partial equity investments are
also advantages of nonequity investments, namely effective in markets
with limited market potential; enable a company to quickly penetrate a
market; and allow a company with limited financial and managerial
resources to stretch resources and influence. All provide the company a
return for little or no equity investment and with minimum political
risk. Many of the disadvantages of partial equity investments are also
disadvantages of nonequity investments. Possible limited availability of
local partners, loss of control, communication problems, and diminished
profit and growth opportunities (Brooke and Remmers, 1978b).

FOREIGN ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS OF U.S. WOOD-BASED COMPANIES
General Organizational Patterns of the Wood-Based Industry
The foreign investments of major U.S. wood-based companies are
scattered over much of the free world. The 12 companies studied here,
for example, have wholly-owned subsidiaries or joint ventures in 41
countries, quite literally from "A to Z"--from Australia to Zambia (Table
7). Like the majority of U.S. multinational companies, the U.S.
wood-based companies studied here have more investments in developed
countries than in developing countries. What is surprising, however, is
the magnitude of the difference. U.S. multinational wood-based companies
prefer the developed countries by a ratio greater than 2-to-1. Of the
200 total foreign subsidiaries and joint ventures identified, 135 are in
developed countries. Only 65 are located in developing nations.
As group, the 12 companies were nearly even in their use of
wholly-owned subsidiaries (95) and joint ventures (84) (joint ventures
involving majority-, equally-, and minority-owned subsidiaries). The
ownership of 21 subsidiaries could not be ascertained (Table 7). The
most commonly used form of joint venture was the equally-owned
subsidiary, followed by majority and minority arrangements which were
used in equal numbers.
The 12 companies have a significant preference for foreign
investment climates that are "hot" or "moderate." For every one
subsidiary in a "cold" investment climate, there were 13 in "hot" or
"moderate" investment climates. More specifically, 62 percent of the
companies' subsidiaries were in "hot" investment climate countries while
32 percent were in "moderate" investment climate countries. Only 7
percent of the 200 identified subsidiaries were in "cold" investment
climates (Figure 12).
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Table 7.

subsidiaries and joint ventures of 12
transnational '\AJOod- based companies, by country type,
and subsidiary type, 1984.

~lliolly-owned

Country

Wholly
Owned

Majorijy

Equally

Owned

Owned

Subsidiary

Subsidiary

Subsidiary

Minority
Owned
Subsidiary

Unknown

Total

Australia ........................... 1 ...........................................3 .......................................1 ............. 5
Austria ..............................1 ........................................... 1 ................... 1 ................................ 3

Belgium ............................4 ...................................................................................................4
Canada .......................... 25 .................. .3 ...................... 6................... 2 ................ .4 ........... 40
Denmark ................................................i ...............................................................! ............. 2
France ............................13 ...................1 ........................................... 4 ..................1 ........... 19

Italy ........ ., ........................ 2 ...........................................3 ..................................................... 5
1 ................................. 6
..................1 ............ .4
New Zealand .................................................................. I .....
1
Sweden ........................................................................1 .......................................1 ............. 2
Switzerland ...................... .3 ................................................................ 1 ................................ .4
United Kingdom ..............11 ........................................... 2 .......................................4 ........... 17
W. Germany ...................... 6 ...........................................5 .................................................... 11
00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00 . . . . . . . . .

Total "Hof' ............... 71 ... , ...............5 ................... 25 .................. 9 .............. 13 ...... 123
"Moderate" CQlJJJ.td.ll.:i
Bahamas.......................... 3 ........................................... 1 .................................................... .4
Bermuda .......................... 2 .................................................................................. .4 ............. 6
Brazil. ............................... 3 .................. 2 ........................................... 3 ..................1 ............. 9
Colombia .......................................................................3 ................... 2 ................................. 5
Costa Rica ..................................................................... 1................... 1................................ 2
Ecuador ................................................i .............................................................................. 1
French Wesllndies ........... 2 ..................................................................................................2
Greece ............................. 2 ...................~ ..............................................................................3
Hong Kong ...................... .1 ........................................... 1 ...................................................... 2
Ireland ...................................................'! ..............................................................................1
Israel.. ...........................................................................1 ...................................................... 1
................... 3 ................................. 4

................................................................ 2 ................. 2 ............. 4
Nelherlands Anlilles .......... 3 ...................................................................................................3
Panama ............................ 1 ........................................... 1 ......................................................2
Singapore .............................................1...................... 1 ...................................................... 2
South Korea ..........................................1 ...................... ~ .......................................1 ............. 3

................................. 6
..............................................................................1
Vene:zuela ............................................ 2 ..............................................................................2

"Cold" CoJJotries.
Argentina ............................................... ., .......................................... ~ ................................. 1
El Salvador................. " .........................1 ........................... ,. ................................................. 1

.................. 2 .............................................................................. 2
.............................................................................. 4

................... 1 ................................ 2
Thailand ............................................... 2 ...................... 1 ..................................................... 3
Zambia ............................................................................................... 1 ................................ 1

Sources: Goodnow and Hansz, 197:2; and 1984 Annual Reports and10-K Forms.
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Generally speaking, the studied companies prefer wholly-owned
subsidiaries in "hot" countries and joint ventures in "moderate" and
"cold" countries. While the overall split between wholly-owned
subsidiaries and joint ventures was about even, the majority of the
wholly-owned subsidiaries are in "hot" countries while the joint ventures
are concentrated in "moderate" and "cold" countries. Fifty-eight percent
of the identified subsidiaries in countries with "hot" investment
climates were wholly-owned subsidiaries. In contrast, only 26 percent of
the subsidiaries in countries with "cold" investment climates were
wholly-owned. About one-third of the investments in the countries with
"moderate" climates were wholly-owned subsidiaries (Figure 13). The
concentration of wholly-owned subsidiaries in countries with "hot"
investment climates is explained in part by the regulatory differences
between the "hot" and "cold" countries. The latter often prohibit
companies from making full equity investments.
Majority-owned subsidiaries were favored in the countries with
"cold" investment climates, i.e., 43 percent of the 200 wood-based
investments in these countries. Such subsidiaries comprised 19 percent
of the investments in the "moderate" countries and just 4 percent of the
investments in the "hot" countries (Figure 13). Kimberly-Clark accounts
for three of the majority-owned subsidiaries in the "cold" countries with
large tissue plants in El Salvador, the Philippines, and Thailand.
Champion International has two majority-owned subsidiaries in Nicaragua.
The sixth majority-owned venture is accounted for by Scott with a tissue
plant in Thailand (Table 4).
Equally-owned joint ventures accounted for about the same percentage
of the wood-based companies' subsidiaries in all the country types--20
percent of the subsidiaries in the "hot" countries, 18 percent of the
subsidiaries in the "moderate" countries, and 14 percent of the
subsidiaries in the "cold" countries (Figure 13). Minority-owned
subsidiaries were skewed somewhat toward "moderate" and "cold" countries.
Only 7 percent of the wood-based companies' subsidiaries in the "hot"
countries were minority-owned, compared with 18 percent in the "moderate"
countries and 21 percent in the "cold" countries (Figure 13).
Canada is the most popular country for investment by U.S. wood-based
companies, namely 40 subsidiaries, more than occurs in the next two
leading countries combined. France and the United Kingdom, the second
and third leading countries, have 19 and 17 U.S. wood-based corporate
affiliates, respectively. Not surprisingly, Canada, United Kingdom, and
France have involvement with the greatest number of U.S. wood-based
companies--each has subsidiaries from 8 of the 12 companies studied.
The U.S. wood-based industry, like most manufacturing industries,
has made investments in relatively few developing countries (all have
"moderate" investment climates). The most popular focus for investment
among the developing countries is Brazil where six companies have nine
investments. They range from Champion's majority-owned subsidiary in
pulp and paper, to Westvaco's wholly-owned corrugated boxes and
accessories plant, to Scott's minority-owned subsidiary in timberland

Total = 200 Subsidiaries

Figure 12.

Proportion of foreign subsidiaries of 12 major U.S.
wood-based companies, by country investment climate, 1984.

Source: Goodnow and Hansz, 1972; and 1984 Annual Reports and 10-K Forms.
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Figure 13.

Foreign subsidiaries of 12 major U.S. wood-based companies,
by country investment climate and subsidiary type, 1984.

Source: Goodnow and Hansz, 1972; and 1984 Annual Reports and 10-K Forms.
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forestry projects, to Georgia-Pacific's wholly-owned veneer plant.
Bermuda is also popular, having six wood-based subsidiaries that are all
insurance-related. Colombia has five investments including two
equally-owned joint ventures by Kimberly-Clark, one in cigarette tipping
and plug wrap papers, and one in sanitary paper products. Scott Paper
also has a Colombian investment, a minority stake in a sanitary paper
products and wax paper plant (Table 4).
Investments by U.S. wood-based firms in the African, Caribbean, and
Pacific regions are limited. Those that do exist include one African
investment, namely Champion International's minority-owned subsidiary in
a printing and packaging operation in Zambia. International Paper has
four subsidiaries in the Bahamas which include three shipping
subsidiaries and a subsidiary manufacturing papermaking equipment.
International Paper also has a wholly-owned subsidiary in the Netherlands
Antilles and two subsidiaries in the French West Indies. Financing
subsidiaries are operated in the Netherlands Antilles by Mead and
Kimberly-Clark (Table 4).
Countries with "cold" investment climates generally have very severe
restrictions on participation by foreign companies in their economies.
As such, very few U.S. wood-based companies have investments in such
countries. Of these countries, the Philippines is the most popular.
Investments in the Philippines includes two paper companies (wholly-owned
by Boise Cascade and Scott Paper), a company producing sanitary paper
products (wholly-owned by Kimberly-Clark), and The Capricorn Corporation,
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Weyerhaeuser. Champion International has
two majority-owned joint ventures in Nicaragua, and Kimberly-Clark has an
investment in El Salvador (Table 4).
In sum, the 12 wood-based companies assessed here have investments
scattered over much of the free world, though not distributed equally.
Favored are investments in countries with "hot" investment climates,
especially Canada and Western Europe. Among developing nations,
investments are concentrated in countries that are economically and
politically progressive. Like most U.S. manufacturing industries,
wood-based firms have few if any investments in the poorer underdeveloped
countries of the world. As for the type of business arrangement used,
wholly-owned subsidiaries are favored in countries with "hot" investment
climates, while joint ventures and shared equity ventures are favored in
countries with "moderate" and "cold" climates.
Experiences of Nine Major Wood-Based Companies
Nine leading U.S. wood-based companies were contacted by telephone
and mail questionnaire to determine in a more focused manner the
reasoning behind corporate organizational arrangements for purposes of
foreign activities. The nine companies participating in the study were
Boise Cascade, Champion International, Crown Zellerbach, Great Northern
Nekoosa, International Paper, Scott Paper, Weyerhauser, Union Camp, and
St. Regis (during the course of the study, St. Regis was merged by
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Champion International). Persons completing the questionnaire were all
senior level corporate officers with substantial experience in
international business activities. They held titles such as Vice
President, International Division; General Manager, International; Senior
Vice President, International; and Executive Vice President,
International. The four companies declining to participate
(Georgia-Pacific, Kimberly-Clark, Mead and Westvaco) are neither more nor
less actively internationally than the responding companies. As such,
there is no reason to believe they would provide information different
than that supplied by the responding companies. A summary of responses
to the questionnaire may be found in Appendix B.
History and Rationale for Foreign Investment
The wood-based companies participating the study are not newcomers
to foreign markets. They have not, however, had foreign investments for
as long as some major U.S. transnational companies. None of the
responding companies had foreign investments prior to the turn of the
century, although most have maintained foreign investments for at least
21 years. Three companies had maintained foreign investments since
before World War II (41-85 years); one was a relative newcomer to
international markets (11-20 years).
Why have wood-based companies become involved in foreign markets?
Responding companies pointed to four main reasons:
to provide better service to customers within foreign markets.
to enable company to be more competitive in world markets.
to diversify the company's asset/resource base.
to take advantage of foreign markets which offer the best
long-term potential for profitability.
Investment Strategies and Planning
Foreign Involvement and Long-Term Corporate Future. The ability to
compete in world markets is very important in the wood-based industry.
All the responding companies agreed to such a premise, five strongly
agreed. While all agreed to the importance of an ability to compete in
world markets, only five indicated that world markets will be the key to
the long-term future of their companies. The four companies disagreeing
with the importance of such a strategy took the position that their
future lies with effective competition in domestic markets. Despite
that, seven companies indicated that over time their companies have in
fact become more involved in world markets.
Foreign investments are not becoming more important to the majority
of the responding companies. Four strongly disagreed and two more
disagreed with the statement: "Over time, investments abroad have been
growing more important to our company." One of the respondents strongly
disagreed and subsequently noted: "[We] haven't made any new ones in
years." Only three companies indicated foreign investments were of
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grmving importance; one noted: "We have a modest investment position
offshore--not a major corporate strategy to expand this base."
As with foreign investments, export markets have not grown in
importance to the responding companies. Five representatives either
disagreed or strongly disagreed that export markets have been growing in
importance to their corporate operations. Only one company strongly
agreed and three more agreed that exports were becoming more important.
However, seven of the companies indicated that over time they have become
more involved in world markets--however modest that involvement may be.
The existence of a strategy statement focusing on foreign
investments would confirm a company's commitment to worldwide operations
and provide a clue as to the nature of future investments in
international activities. In general, responding companies did not have
statements dealing with overall world investment strategies--only two had
such statements; five did not; and two were not at liberty to say,
although the magnitude of their international operations would suggest
the existence of such a statement. One respondent from a company with a
worldwide strategy statement indicated: "[The company's] international
group strategy was becoming a part of the overall corporate statement,"
while a respondent from a company without a world investment strategy
noted: "For [our company], international is not a part of an overall
corporate strategic statement."
Management Support and Corporate Officer Experience. Corporate
policy towards international direct investment can be a function of the
international experience of company officers. In this respect, the
wood-based companies are very domestically-oriented. Only two of the
responding companies had corporate officers with international
experience; seven had no such experience. Does top management "support"
international operations? Yes--in general. One company strongly agreed
and four agreed that management is very interested in and supportive of
their international operations. One of the disagreeing companies states:
"We have changed our focus to domestic." While having top corporate
officers with international experience is an indication of active
management interest in and support of international operations, it is
apparently not essential to such operations. Respondents from companies
with corporate officers having international experience agreed that top
management was very interested and supportive of international
operations. However, respondents from three other companies lacking top
officers with international experience also indicated they had the
interest and support of top management for their international
operations.
Corporate officers with international experience is no guarantee
that a company will have an overall world investment strategy. One of
the two companies having officers with international experience had no
such strategy. Of companies acknowledging the existence of an overall
world strategy, neither had top corporate officers with international
experience. Support and interest of management in international
operations is far more indicative that the company may have an overall
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world strategy. Of the two respondents acknowledging such a strategy for
their companies, one strongly agreed and the other agreed that management
is supportive of such activities.
Internal Company Conditions Affecting Type of Market Entry
Policies and conditions both internal and external to a company
affect the type of foreign business arrangements considered. Internal
factors include general company policies regarding investment lengths,
company experience in the various markets, and company policies regarding
various facets of an investment. External factors include competition
affecting speed of market entry, social unrest in the foreign markets,
and foreign pressure to convert wholly-owned subsidiaries to joint
ventures or other low or nonequity arrangements.
Length of Investment. The foreign investments of surveyed companies
were generally long-term. Three indicated company foreign investments
were always long-term; two indicated this was often true; and two
indicated such was only sometimes true. However, the planning horizon
for a foreign investment is not entirely in the hands of the corporation
making the investment. For example:
"Forestry operations in the less developed countries of the
tropics vary in their planning time generally as a function of
forest land ownership. Where land is privately owned and where
ownership is by the forest products manufacturer, the planning
time is likely to be long. Where land is publicly owned and
exploited through concession agreements, the planning period
may be as short as the time required to log the area, or it may
be essentially indefinite. Even where concession planning
periods are nominally long, they may in fact be short because
of government instability. Concessions often change hands as a
result of financial infeasibility or changes in the legal or
regulatory climate. The role of the multinational corporation
may change as a result of expropriation or government mandated
divestiture either gradual or sudden" (Bethel, J. S. et al.,
1982. p. 280).
The age of a company's specific foreign investment is not a function
of the length of time the company has been involved in international
operations. Of the four companies stating foreign investments are always
long-term, three have been in foreign markets for 21-40 years and one for
41-85 years. However, two companies, one in each of these age classes,
indicated that their foreign investments are only sometimes long-term.
Likewise, the importance of foreign investments to a company is
apparently no indication of the age of a specific company's investment.
Of the four companies indicating foreign investments to always be
long-term, statements regarding the importance of foreign investments ran
the full spectrum from strong agreement to strong disagreement.
Initial Versus Subsequent Entry Strategies. The manner in which a
company enters a foreign market may not necessarily be the way it wishes
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to ultimately compete in that market. A company may enter a market in a
conservative fashion using little or no equity, and at a later date--once
has been gained--it may decide to make an equity investment.
vJood-based companies us,e such a strategy ~trhen entering foreign markets.
Six responding companies indicated they use lm•l or nonequity arrangements
to get a "foot in the doorn or to "test the water" of foreign markets.
One company indicated ·the use of license agreements for such purposes.
~ra·tion, Products Sale~ andintracomQillJy Policies.
Integra·t:ed
production
may affect the
of foreign investments made by a
company.
Such integration may result from cost or ra\17 material
advantages or from certain political adva11:tages to be gained.
For
, production economics may dic·ta·te ·that a produce be manufactured
and assembled at one location -v;hile
icies of foreign governments may
dictate ·that a product be manufactured and assembled at different
locations. None of the nine responding companies had in·tegrated
systems for any of their products at the international level.
They do no·t utilize the
advantages of different
of
the world for the ma·nufacture of their various products.

Sales loca·tion may be another rationale for the manner in 1vhich
companies organize for foreig·n operations,
If the sale of products
occurs in countries other than those in which the product is
manufactured, the company is probably taking advantage of the comparative
advantages of manufacturing locations. Under such conditions, the
company may need the control offered
a wholly~o~med or at least a
OW11.ed subs
. Sale of products primarily in countries where
the product is being manufactured
that the company may be more
flexible as to type of organization.
For the most part, the type of
foreign organization select:ed by the studied companies is not limited
whether
are manufactured mostly for export. Four companies
indicated their products were primarily sold in the same country in which
were manufac·tured. T'vJO companies stated the opposite; one
respondent checked both yes and no; and one checked neither.
The latter
respondent: commented:
"U"S. products sold domestically. Foreign
pulp/paper products
Foreign converted products sold in local
markets."
Transshipment of
and technology between subsidiaries can be
an
factor in determining the type of foreign operation
established. vJhere much transshipment of products and technology occurs,
equity ownership would be favored.
In such cases,
ownership
eliminates many difficult problems associated 'Jilith the pricing of such
transfers; eliminates dealing with a partner that must be paid a share of
the profits based on the price of such ·transfers; and provides the
company ~tlith the flexibility needed to price transfers and thus earn
maximu.m. revenue in coun·tries wi·th favorable tax or profit repatriation
regula·t:ions.
The companies studied ·vyere
on shipmen·t of products
and technology betv1een various operations.
Five indicated they commonly
and/or technology betw-een the U.S. and their foreign
subsidiaries. Only four indicated
do the same betw·een foreign
subsidiaries. One of t:he latter noted:
"[This] relates to integrated
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board production/box converting operations." Another, after indicating
they commonly ship products and/or technology between the U.S. and their
foreign operations, added: "Formerly with Canadian affiliate, now with
Mexico." Although the studied companies are almost evenly split on
whether products and technology are shipped between foreign subsidiaries
or are shipped between the U.S. and a foreign subsidiary, it does not
follow that the same companies are engaged in each type of shipment.
Knowing that, one type of shipment cannot be used to predict another type
of shipment.
Policies Limiting Type of Investment. The nature of control
required by a company over a foreign investment can limit the types of
foreign business arrangements employed by a company. For example, a
company which insists on direct control may not be open to a minority
stake in a venture unless control can be established in some other manner
(e.g., through contractual arrangements). U.S. wood-based companies
apparently favor direct control over foreign investments. Three
companies indicated they never consider foreign investments unless direct
control can be exercised over them; three more indicated such was often
true; and one indicated it was sometimes true. Two companies indicated
the question did not apply to them, with one noting: "We have generally
picked partners from the country involved." In addition, company
responses did not support the assumption that the longer a company had
been involved in international markets, the more flexible it would be
with respect to direct control over investments (e.g., use minority joint
ventures).
The willingness of a company to share management experience and
production methods (technology) can also influence the type of foreign
business arrangement selected. Because production methods and
technology in the wood-based industry are generally commonly known, one
might assume that wood-based companies would be willing to share such
knowledge via joint ventures involving other partners. Such was true for
the responding companies. In each of two questions, one dealing with
management experience and the other dealing with technology and
production methods, five respondents indicated it was never true that
their companies would not participate in foreign markets in which these
valuable corporate assets would have to be shared via joint ventures or
other equity-sharing or nonequity agreements. Three companies indicated
this was only sometimes true. One respondent indicated the question did
not apply. This implies that the companies in question are not fearful
of underdeveloped countries having investment restrictions that limit the
amount of equity which can be held by a foreign entity, or encouraging,
through incentives, local ownership of investments. A company which
refuses to share assets and experience would effectively be closed out of
such markets. None of the responding companies are in such a position.
Company policy simply prohibiting the use of a particular foreign
business arrangement is an obvious curtailment to certain types of
foreign investments. If corporate policy prohibits engagement in
arrangements in which it must take a minority position, then many joint
ventures and related other low or nonequity arrangements, will not be
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within the scope of the company's investment horizon. Such corporate
policy may also eliminate certain countries from investment--countries
which have investment guidelines specifying that minority positions must
be taken by foreign investors. The wood-based companies studied here
gave mixed answers regarding prohibition of certain types of investments.
Three companies indicated general corporate policy will not allow
consideration of certain types of investments in general. Four of the
companies said there were no such limiting policies; one respondent
indicated the question did not apply; and one was not a liberty to say.
None of the companies has policies regarding specific types of business
arrangement that they would not consider.
Developed Versus Developing Countries. Corporate business
arrangements in developed countries are often quite different than those
occurring in developing countries. Such may be due to a number of
factors, including risks involved and regulations imposed by the host
country. Four of the responding companies indicated this distinction was
often true; one indicated it was sometimes true; and four stated the
question did not apply. One company representative responding positively
to the inquiry indicated: "In developing countries, the investment tends
to be oriented towards 'basic' products (bags, boxes, etc.) with low
capital needs and a short return, while in a developed country higher
tech and more sophisticated products tend to be the case."
A company which considers different business arrangements for
developed countries and developing countries must be flexible enough to
consider a wide variety of investment types. Indeed, this is the case
for the wood-based industry. Companies that often considered different
types of investments for developed countries were--for the most part--the
same companies that had no general policies against certain types of
investments (e.g., minority-owned joint ventures, production sharing
agreements). Three of the four companies indicating that investment type
depends on country development, also indicated that there are no company
policies against certain types of investments.
External Conditions Affecting Type of Market Entry
Quick Market Entry to Meet Competition. An ability to react quickly
to competition in foreign markets can be an especially important
consideration to a company. And the speed with which a company must
enter a market can be a deciding factor in the type of venture selected.
Joint ventures and other low or nonequity contractual arrangements, which
can often be established much more quickly than can wholly-owned
subsidiaries, may be favored. Speedy entry, however, was only sometimes
an important factor to the majority of the companies studied. One
company indicated that, due to competition from other large forest
products companies, speed of market entry was very important to its
competitive status in foreign markets, while five companies indicated
speed of market entry was sometimes a factor (two indicated the question
did not apply). The company indicating speed of entry was often an
important factor spoke mostly of exported products. The company's
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respondent indicated: "Timely, accurate market information is critical
in exports of U.S. manufactured products."
Social and Political Unrest in Host Country. Companies with
subsidiaries in countries that have a history of social unrest may prefer
minority ownerships or nonequity business arrangements. The wood-based
companies studied generally felt this to be true. Two companies
indicated they always preferred minority ownerships in such situations;
two more indicated they sometimes preferred minority ownerships.
Surprisingly, five respondents stated that this question did not apply.
Not surprisingly, however, the four companies answering in the
affirmative are the same companies that do not have general policies
against certain types of investments.
In countries with a history of social unrest, local partners--public
or private--can sometimes be more efficient than expatriate management at
assuming risks and responsibilities, because local partners respond from
within the culture in which the disturbance is occurring. Of the nine
responding companies, the majority were in agreement with this
perspective--none disagreed. Four indicated it was often true that local
partners can be far more efficient in such situations while two companies
indicated it is sometimes true (three stated the question did not apply).
Companies indicating that local partners (not local management) can
be more efficient in assuming important risks and responsibilities in
countries with social unrest, also prefer minority ownerships in such
countries. Of the four companies preferring local partners in countries
with social unrest, two indicated such was always true and one indicated
it was sometimes true.
Foreign Pressure to Reduce Equity. Foreign governments can have a
major influence over the type of investments made within their borders.
Despite these circumstances, none of the respondents were of the opinion
that their company was under any pressure to reduce equity in company
operations. Of the nine company officers responding, eight indicated
their companies were under no pressure to convert wholly-owned
subsidiaries into equity sharing arrangements (one person indicated the
question did not apply).
Rationale for and Attitudes Toward Joint Ventures
Share Financial Burden of Large Projects. Joint ventures can be
useful mechanisms for sharing the financial burden of large projects. Do
U.S. wood-based companies use joint ventures for such purposes? The
answers were mixed. Four of the responding companies indicated they do
use joint ventures in this manner--two of them often and two of them
sometimes. One respondent indicated this was never true. Four
respondents indicated the question did not apply.
One problem with sharing the financial burden of a large project is
that some control of the project must be foregone. The four companies
which sometimes or often seek partners to share the financial burden of
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very large projects are among the companies that always or often require
direct control over foreign investments.
Control Foreign Exchange and Profit Remittances. Stringent foreign
exchange and profit remittance controls can be troublesome for a
transnational corporation. An investment is worthless unless the profits
and equity from the investment can eventually be brought out of the
country. For the most part, the U.S. wood-based companies studied do not
prefer wholly-owned subsidiaries in countries with stringent foreign
exchange and profit remittance controls. Of the nine companies
responding, only one indicated a sometimes preference for wholly-owned
subsidiaries in such situations; two indicated such was never true. One
of the latter added: "Partners are helpful in such circumstances." Six
companies indicated the question did not apply.
Utilize Expertise in Nontraditional Industries. One possible reason
for the use of joint ventures is to gain expertise in industries or areas
which are not part of a company's traditional product line. Joint
venture partners can complement each other, each providing assets the
other lacks in the creation of an entirely new venture. The responding
companies were almost uniform in their responses--they do not invest in
joint ventures which are out of their traditional product lines. Six
companies indicated they do not have more joint ventures and/or nonequity
agreements in industries away from traditional product lines. Three
responding companies indicated the question did not apply.
Access to Market Knowledge. Where knowledge of the local customer
is an important consideration, joint ventures and other low or nonequity
arrangements are often the best means of entering a market. The
responding wood-based companies agreed with such a market entry strategy.
Eight of the nine companies indicated that joint ventures and other low
or nonequity arrangements are preferable in such market situations. Of
these companies, three indicated such was always true; two indicated it
was often true; and three indicated it was sometimes true (one company
respondent indicated the question did not apply). The three companies
indicating the use of joint ventures as always true in market knowledge
circumstances, accounted for three of the four companies stating they
have no general company policies against certain types of investments.
Noneguity Arrangements
Although all responding companies maintain wholly-owned subsidiaries
and joint ventures, such uniformity did not exist for contractual
arrangements (e.g., management contracts, turnkey contracts,
production-sharing contracts). Five of the nine responding companies did
not engage in such arrangements. With regard to licensing arrangements,
five had foreign licensees; three did not; and one was not at liberty to
say. The five companies which engage in contractual arrangements abroad
also have foreign licensees. Three of the four companies not engaging in
contractual arrangements abroad also do not have foreign licensees.
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The companies which engage in licensing and contractual ventures
have a fairly broad outlook regarding foreign investments. With one
exception, they do not have policies against certain types of business
arrangements. Four of the five have no reservations about participating
in a venture in which technology, production methods, or management
experience must be shared via a joint venture or other low or nonequity
arrangement.
As best as can be determined, the responding companies do not engage
in franchising. Of the nine responding companies, eight indicated no
foreign franchises. One respondent was not at liberty to say.
Summary of Company Responses
What, in summary, do responses to the questionnaire provide in the
way of insights as to how U.S. wood-based companies structure their
foreign investments? Consider the following highlights:
The primary reason wood-based companies enter foreign markets is to
better service customers.
While most wood-based companies view the ability to compete in world
markets as very important in the wood-based industry, not as many
are of the opinion that such ability is the key to their future.
While most companies are becoming more involved in world markets,
neither foreign investments nor exports are becoming more important
to such companies.
Relatively few wood-based companies have a world strategy guiding
their foreign investment policy.
Investment policies against certain types of business arrangements
exist in some companies, but not generally in companies which engage
in licensing and other contractual arrangements.
Wood-based companies generally prefer long-term investments.
However, these preferences are not related to the length of time a
company has been involved in international markets.
Wood-based companies will often enter markets with a conservatively
low or nonequity investment and later make an equity investment,
once experience in the foreign market has been obtained.
Wood-based companies do not have rationalized, integrated production
systems for their foreign operations. Products are generally sold
in countries in which they are manufactured. Products, management,
and technology are shipped between the U.S. and foreign subsidiaries
and between such subsidiaries.
While wood-based companies favor direct control over foreign
business arrangements, they also are open to having foreign
partners.
Investments between developed and developing countries differ, with
more equity going into developed countries. Such is the result of
deliberate planning by wood-based companies, as well as the result
of policies toward foreign investors as established by host
countries.
Wood-based companies~do not perceive pressure to reduce equity in
foreign operations.
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Where knmllledge of the local market is a very important sales
factor, wood-based companies prefer joint ventures.
Such is far
more important than gaining access to expertise in an area outside
the company's traditional product line.
While foreign investments are not insignificant to the nine U.S.
wood-based companies studied here, such investments are not of primary
strategic impor-tance to the companies.
Foreign opera·tions have not been
necessary to the companies' successful competition in domestic or
international markets.
U.S. wood-based companies are quite flexible in decisions as to the
type of foreign business arrangement selected.
In part, this is because
such companies do not have integrated and highly rationalized production
systems for the manufacture and distribution of most products. As such,
each foreign venture can act somewhat autonomously, eliminating the need
for s·trong central control.
There are differences between the types of
business arrangement considered for developed countries versus developing
countries, but this is to be expected.
One of the more striking observations that can be made about the
companies studied is the great diversity of policies, programs, and
approaches they exhibit toward international inves·tments.
If the nine
companies are representative of the industry's foreign involvement,
v,rood-based companies in general do not appear to imitate each other in
their quest to compete successfully in foreign markets.

FUTURE IMPLICATIONS OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTS
QUmmary Observations
Most of the world's largest transnational wood-based companies are
based in the United States; they have subsidiaries in 40 countries,
covering much of the free world.
Their foreign investments, however,
follow a definite pattern both in terms of geographic location and type
of foreign business arrangement employed.
Foreign investments of U.S.
firms are located primarily in developed countries with "hot" investment
climates. The companies studied here have subsidiaries in 14 "hot"
countries, 20 "moderate" countries, and 6 "cold" countries. While they
have invested in more "moderate" countries than "hot" countries, company
investments in the latter outnumber those in the former by nearly 2-to-1.
Investments in "hot" countries outnumber those in "cold" countries by
nearly 9-to-1. Investments are not spread evenly between the countries
nor are they spread equally among the three investment climates.
Wl1.olly-ovmed subsidiaries are concentrated in countries with "hot"
investment climates. Joint ventures tend to be concentrated in the
"moderate" and "cool" investment countries.
Companies which comprise the 12 largest U.S. transnational
wood-based companies are a diverse lot with different degrees of
international involvement and different policies towards international
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investment. The companies may be grouped by twos according to foreign
investment policy. Kimberly-Clark and Scott Paper are actively involved
with investments in foreign markets. Boise Cascade and Weyerhaeuser
depend more on export sales than on sales by foreign subsidiaries.
Georgia-Pacific and Great Northern Nekoosa rely more on domestic markets
and have comparatively small foreign operations. Union Camp and Westvaco
have very limited, but highly developed foreign operations. Mead and
International Paper have extensive foreign investments, but make no
mention of strategies regarding these investments in public reports.
Champion International and Crown Zellerbach have either sold their
foreign subsidiaries, or are in the process of doing so.
Wood-based companies enter foreign markets primarily to better serve
foreign customers. Such companies do not have rationalized integrated
production systems; they can be very flexible with regard to type of
foreign business arrangement chosen. U.S. companies will often enter
markets in a very conservative fashion (e.g., limited joint venture
investment) and look to gaining a better understanding of that market
before committing to a substantial form of foreign investment (e.g.,
wholly-owned subsidiary). The companies studied favored direct control
over foreign investments.
A diversity of opinion exists over the importance of future foreign
investments to corporate growth and competitive status. For companies
with extensive foreign investments, such investments will certainly play
an important role in their corporate future. In general, the studied
companies viewed the ability to compete in world markets as important.
Few companies, however, were of the opinion that this ability would be a
key to their future success.
Future Location of Foreign Direct Investment
Where will U.S. wood-based companies make foreign direet investments
made during the next 10 years? While no crystal ball is perfect, some
indication is given by the responses of the nine studied companies (Table
8). All responding companies stated they are not planning to expand
foreign direct investments, at least not over the near term. Even if
they were to do so, no region of the world was a unanimous favorite. In
fact, only two areas, the Pacific Basin and the Peoples Republic of
China, received the highest potential rating by any company. The Peoples
Republic of China, however, was given ratings that ranged from highest to
lowest investment potential. The Pacific Basin was the only region which
most companies indicated as having the highest investment potential.
Only one company said this region had a low potential.
There are three regions of the world which U.S. wood-based companies
view as least likely to receive direct investments over the next ten
years. They are Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union, and Central America.
Despite the Soviet Union's favorable attitude toward joint ventures and
tremendous supply of timber, none of the responding companies viewed the
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Table 8.

Investment potential for foreign direct investment over next
10 years by major U.S. wood-based companies, by country or
region of world, 1985.

Investment Potential
Country/Bag ion

Highest

Lowest

Western Europe ........................................................2 ............. 1............ 3 ............. 1
Eastern Europe ........................................................................................1............. 6
Canada ........................................................................1............. 3 ............ 3 ............. ..
Central America ......................................................................................2 ............. 5
South America ...........................................................1............. 1............ 2 .............3
Pacific Basin ............................................... 1............ 5 ............................1............. ..
Soviet Union .............................................................................................1............. 6
Communist China......................................1 .............1............. 3 .............1 ............. 1

Source: Results from Questionnaire sent to 12 Transnational U.S. Wood-Based Companies,
1985.
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Soviet Union as a good place to invest. China was viewed as having more
potential than either the Soviet Union or Eastern Europe.
Central America was viewed by responding companies as being almost
as inhospitable as the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Central
America's current political turmoil is probably cause for this opinion.
While South America did not receive as many negative votes as did Central
America, the region was not viewed as having much investment potential.
Responding companies indicated they do not make foreign investments
in pursuit of low cost labor or materials. If true, U.S. wood-based
foreign investments are unlikely to occur in countries with such
conditions. Instead, investments will probably occur in countries with
relatively high levels of economic development and relatively large or
potentially large domestic or regional markets.
Likelihood of Future Investment Types
Future forms of participation by transnational companies in foreign
investments will not be the same as in the past. Trends have been well
summarized:
"The changes that have occurred in the forms of participation
by transnational corporations abroad include a trend from
majority equity foreign investments and from equity investments
to nonequity forms of foreign participation. Although such
changes have occurred in the manufacturing sector, the evidence
is most abundant in the raw materials sector" (United Nations,
Center on Transnational Corporations, 1983b. p. 9).
If the U.S. wood-based companies are looking toward the Pacific
Basin as a growing region in which to invest, what types of investments
will occur there? Most Pacific Basin nations are developing countries
with regulations limiting ownership by foreign nationals. As such,
wholly-owned subsidiaries will probably not occur. Also, the region is
an area in which Japan has a primary economic interest (Ohmae, 1985).
U.S. attempts at investment are likely to be met by stiff competition
from Japanese transnational corporations.
The Japanese have developed a form of foreign investment not
currently available to U.S. companies--the "Asahan formula" (Ozwa, 1982).
Involved is a joint development program between the host government, the
Japanese government, and a consortium of investing Japanese firms. The
host government promotes the project as a comprehensive regional
development program. The Japanese government provides aid to both the
investing companies and to the host countries within the region. Such
aid takes the form of technical assistance (surveys and feasibility
studies) as well as loans and grants for the development of the roads,
railways, harbors, and other infrastructure needed for natural resource
development. Aid to companies takes the form of large loans. Since the
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consortium consists of from five to 50 companies, the subsidies granted
are spread sufficiently so as to be politically acceptable.
"In sum, the Asahan formula of cooperation appears to be
proving its effectiveness as a device of Japan's resource
diplomacy. For it combines a particular developmental need of
a host country with Japan's own need of overseas resources and
assists both the host government and Japan's own consortium in
a large-scale, high-risk project which might otherwise be
impossible as a purely private undertaking" (Ozwa, 1982. p.

147).
U.S. companies may have difficulties competing with the "Asahan
Formula" type of investment for several reasons. First, consortiums of
U.S. woo~-based companies combining forces and talents for investment
purposes are likely to be illegal under current U.S. antitrust laws.
Second, companies deeply entrenched in conventional investment approaches
may not be able to readily adapt and compete with new forms of
investment; exclusion from many profitable opportunities may be the
consequence. Such rigidity is not entirely the fault of U.S. companies.
In 1971, a U.S. presidential commission objected to the idea of gradually
transferring equity from U.S. companies into local foreign ownership.
"We believe the United States should actively discourage host
countries from instituting fade-out (that is, disinvestment)
requirements and from prescribing the form and extent of local
equity participation" (Mikdashi, 1976. p. 169).
While the U.S. wood-based companies may be making more low and nonequity
investments, companies will not be reducing participation in current
equity investments due to pressure of foreign governments. The companies
studied did not indicate they were under any pressure to convert or
reduce their share in foreign equity investments.
Competitive Structure of Industry
Several major U.S. wood-based companies are reducing direct
international involvement, preferring to concentrate on domestic markets
and on exports. Such companies may be especially vulnerable to foreign
protectionism and quotas. Such measures are frequently imposed during
economic slumps as a response to the pleas of domestic enterprises which
are struggling with foreign competition; they are sometimes carried out
in retaliation t9 protectionist actions taken by other governments. The
U.S. has been involved in protectionist measures (e.g. ban on export of
logs cut from U.S. national forests, import duties on certain Canadian
wood products). Protectionist measures invite retaliation by foreign
countries. U.S. wood-based companies could find restrictions placed on
them by foreign governments because of U.S. government actions taken
against nonwood products such as textiles or steel. Wood-based companies
which do not have large investments in major foreign markets may find the
doors to such markets tightly closed.
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The economic power in the world is concentrated in a triad. Two
countries, the United States and Japan, account for 30 percent of the
gross national product (GNP) produced by the free world. If the GNP from
four more major countries of the European Economic Community is added to
the total, 45 percent of the world's gross national product is accounted
for. And while the nations of the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) account for only 15 percent of the total number of
countries in the world, they account for 54 percent of the global GNP.
These three key regions--the Pacific islands (Japan, Australia, and New
Zealand), the U.S. and Canada, and the European Community--form an
economic triad. They are the world's major markets; a company wishing to
be an effective transnational corporation should have significant
investment positions in each (Ohmae, 1985).
What advantages are there to having an investment stake in each part
of the "economic triad." Such a position gives a company an "inside"
edge when competing within each market--customers in each market can
easily be served. Trends in foreign product demand--both styles and
quantities--can more easily be evaluated. Market penetration is easier
and quicker from a position inside a major foreign market. Research and
development costs on unique and diversified products are more easily
recovered as the products are simultaneously introduced in each foreign
market. Product imitators are given less of a chance. And it is easier
to keep informed of the competitive movements of other companies involved
in foreign markets (Ohmae, 1985).
Seven of the 12 companies studied here have at least one investment
in each of portion of the "economic triad." They are Champion
International, Georgia-Pacific, Kimberly-Clark, Mead, Scott Paper,
Westvaco, and Weyerhaeuser. Five companies, Boise Cascade, Crown
Zellerbach, Great Northern Nekoosa, International Paper, and Union Camp,
do not have investments in all three of these regions. Although
International Paper Company did not have equity investments in the
Pacific Islands as of 1984, they view the Pacific Basin and China as
having the highest investment potential over the next five years.
The U.S. wood-based industry is a very competitive industry that is
far from homogeneous. While many of the industry's products are similar,
the methods employed by companies to meet competition varies widely. In
an oligopolistic industry, companies would closely watch competitors'
moves and match them in kind. In the wood-based industry, the major
companies studied here have diverse patterns, frequencies, and strategies
for their foreign operations. Such operations are important to some
companies, and far less important to others. Most of the companies do
not have stated philosophies regarding foreign investments. Companies
are generally flexible regarding the types of investments considered, but
follow definite patterns of investment--preferring investments
(especially wholly-owned subsidiaries) in countries with favorable
investment climates. As in the past, wood-based companies will most
likely continue to follow their individual foreign investment strategies,
competing in a manner which they believe will give them the greatest
competitive advantage.
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Appendix A.

Rules and regula·tions affec·ting direct investment

transnational

wood~based

companies,

investment climate

and country, 1982.

Regulation Type
Equity
participation
reslrictions

Sector
takeover
restrictions

Investment
screening

Performance
requirements Other

"Hot'"
Qguntries.
Austria•
Belgium• ................. - ...................... ., ................................................. " .......................... .

Canada"

Japan•
Netherlands" ...................................................................................................................
1\Jew Zealand"
Sweden"
Switzerland' ....................................................................................................................
United Kingdom• ............................................................................................................ .

'iJIJ. Germany• ..................................................... ,. .. ,. .. ,. ................................................... .
"Moderate"
r:~

Bahamas ............. ,. ..........................................................................................................

Colombia""
Costa Rica................................................................... ,. ................................................. .
Ecuador•• ........... ,. .. :f21 .....................................
French West
Indies ...........................................................................................................................

v...........................................................

Malaysia...................-¥28,
Mexico .................... :J31
!lle!i1erlands
Panama ........................................................ ,. ............................................................... .
Singapore ................. ,. ........................................ ., ......................................................... .
South
Spain'
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Appendix A.

Continued.

Country

Regulation Type
Equity
participation
restrictions

Foreign
takeover
restrictions

Investment
screening

Sector
participation
restrictions

Performance
requirements Other

"Cold"
Countries
Argentina ........................................J43........................................................................... .
El Salvador.................J44 ..................................... ..J45 ............................................J46...... .
Nicaragua••• .........................................................J47...................................................... ..J4B
Philippines .................J49 ..................................... ..JSO.......................................... ..J51 ...... .
South Africa ..................................................................................................................
Thailand...............................................................J52....................J53................... ..J54....... ..JSS, 56
Zambia.......................J57 .......................................J58 ............................................J59...... .

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration, 1983d.
• A member of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
" A member of the Andean Pact.
"' A member of the Central American Common Market (CACM).

1

Do not affect investments in the forest products industry.

2
Major foreign purchases in both the public and private sector may be subject to a 30
percent offset requirement.
3
Only if the investment requires financial or other assistance from the Austrian
government.
4 Investments in paper industry are discouraged.

5 Permission for the purchase or rental of real estate by foreigners is controlled by the
provencial governments. Permission is uaually granted if the project conforms with the
provence's environmental regulations and land utilization plans.
6
Only in the oil and gas industry. The federal government can compel foreign firms to
reduct their managerial or financial participation in a given firm, or to divest themselves of a
new acquisition.
7

Legally enforceable committments negotiated when the investment screening takes place.

8 Is necessary only if the investment a) exceeds Dkr. 2 million (about $227,000), b) is
made in in an enterprise whose purpose is to engage in capital investment abroad or finance
non-residents, or c) is made by a foreign business enterprise in which a resident of Denmark,
directly or indirectly owns assets representing a direct investment.
9

Apply only to the composition of boards of directors.

10 Takeovers are legal, but are allowed only if the French government is unable to find one
or several domestic firms to purchase the target company.
11 Legally enforceable commitments negotiated when the investment screening takes place.
12 Are not available for investments in certain over-subscribed industries, including paper.
13 Direct foreign investment in forestry and fisheries, mining, petroleum production,
agriculture, and leather products manufacturing are controlled.
14 Japan has many perceived non-tariff trade barriers which fall into four broad catagories:
a) formal government regulation of imports other than by tariffs (e.g.- customs clearance
procedures, quotas, import surcharges), b) government participation in trade
(e.g.- subsidies, procurement policies, administrative guidance, state trading),
c) government consumer protection standards (e.g.- inspection standards relating to health,
safety, labeling or product quality, import testing procedures), and d) culturally linked
commercial practices (e.g.- distribution system, culture-specific business practices,
anti-import consumer attitudes, domestic supplier preferences).
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1. 5 For~ign investors who wish to own 25 percent or more of a New Zealand company must
f1rst obtam the consent of the Overseas Investment Commission. While a strict formula is not
adheard to, export benefits seem to get a higher weight than other stated criteria. Foreign
investment is particularly welcome in the forestry, tourism and manufacturing sectors.
16 Acquisitions and takeovers involving foreign investors require special government
permission.
17 All firms trading locally must be at least 60 percent Bermudian owned and managed. Land
sales to noll-Bermudians is also banned.
18 Only if government incentives are sought. Then joint ventures; transferable technology;
em~l.oyment of a high number of Brazilians, especially in management or supervisory
pos11Jons; future plans to export; a willingness to bring in foreign capital; and a willingness
to locate the project outside the three leading industrial areas are all looked upon favorably.
19 New foreign investment must form mixed Colombian corporations in which a maximum of
49 pe~cent is foreign owned. Exemptions include industries which export at least 80 percent
of the1r output to non-Andean Pact countries, and investments in one of the six free trade
zones. Investments included under these two exemptions may be 100 percent foreign owned.
20 All new investment in the manufacturing sector must sign an export agreement with
lncomex (the International Commerce Institute). Export commitments are set on a
case-by-case basis.
21 Private (foreign and domestic) investment in many industries, including wood and paper is
permitted only in association with public sector investment, via mixed entities in which the
public sector's participation is usually fixed at over 50 percent. In addition, firms with
foreign participation accounting for 49 percent or less of the firm's total capital have access
to locally available sources of credit.

22 Foreign investment is excluded from sectors of the economy under government
administration or control: railways, air transport, telecommunications, energy, and radio and
television.
23 Legally enforceable commitments negotiated when the investment screening takes place.
24 While Hong Kong is committed to its free enterprise/free trade policies, investor
uncertainty may arise because the lease on the New Territories which includes 90 percent of
Hong Kong's land area expires in 1997.
25 Are negotiated indivedually for investments receiving government funding and aid.

26 While there is no formal restriction on foreign ownership or management, to qualify for
preferred investment status, the enterprise must be a foreign corporation registered in Israel
or a foreign limited partnership. This is enough of an incentive so that in practice, there is a
strong preference for joint ventures.
27 Israel's Investment Authority screens all investments seeking government incentives.
28 The following guidelines prevail (note that these may be modified on a case by case basis):
(a) If production is for the Malaysian market where new technology is being introduced, 30
percent foreign ownership is allowed; (b) If production is for export (80 percent or more),
using imported components, full foreign ownership is allowed; (c) If production is for export
using non-depleting domestic raw materials, 30 to 55 percent foreign ownership is allowed;
(d) If production is for export using depleting domestic raw materials, 30 percent foreign
ownership is allowed; and (e) If production is for the Malaysian market using existing
technology and in competition with existing projects, full Malaysian ownership is required.
29 The Malaysian government launched its "New Economic Policy" in 1971. It was designed
to expand equity, employment, and educational opportunities for the economically
desadvantaged in Malaysia. Under this policy, foreign control over Malaysia's corporate
equity is slated to decline from 62 percent in 1971 to 30 percent in 1990. This is supposed to
happen primarily through rapid expansion of domestic investment. One of the effects of this
policy is to require new foreign investors to find joint venture partners in order to bring this
equity figure down.
30 The Malaysian government discourages foreign investment in the primary sectors
(plantations, etc.) and discourages foreign investors interested only in cheap labor supplies.
31 Mexico's Foreign Investment Law stipulates that foreign equity investment will not
exceed 49 percent of a firm's total equity unless special approval is obtained. For companies
that assemble components for export under Sections 806.30 and 807 of the U.S. tariff code,
100 percent equity ownership is permitted. In addition, incentives from the Mexican
government are available only to Mexican majority-owned firms or to those whose
"Mexicanization" program has been approved by the National Foreign Investment Commission.
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up of both private foreign investment and private domestic investment. No new capital has
entered the country since 1979.
49 For some investments there is a requirement that 60 percent of the equity be divested to
Philippine nationals within 30 years. However, this can be modified with sufficient cause.
50 Investment screening is required only for foreign ownerships of more than 30 percent.
51 Specific performance requirements depend on the type of investment and the law under
which each investment is registered. Registered industries are required to train Filipino
understudies for all foreigners employed.
52 Persons engaging in certain industries, including saw-milling operated by machinery are
required to register with the Commercial Registration Division, Department of Commercial
Registration, Ministry of Commerce, within 30 days from commencing business in Thailand.
53 Aliens (or companies with 50 percent or more foreign equity) may own land in Thailand
only pursuant to treaties enforced between Thailand and other countries.
54 Only required when government investment incentives are accepted. Typecal
performance requirements include export requirements, local content requirements, local
ownership requirements, minimum capital investment requirements, etc.
55 Agriculture is the bedrock of the Thai economy. Agriculture expansion has been due to an
expansion of the amount of land under cultivation at the expense of forest land.
56 There are several factors which favor doing business as a Thai limited company instead of
a branch of a foreign corporation. A Thai limited company can be formed with relatively few
restrictions. If Thais are to be shareholders, it is easier to accomplish this through a Thai
limited company.
57 In principal, foreign investment may be in any sector, any location, for an unlimited
amount of time, and with 100 percent foreign equity. In practice, however, each case is
decided on its "merits" and is negotiable.
58 While all investments, both foreign and domestic, must apply to the Ministry of Commerce
for a manufacturing license, if a similar business, e.g. a parastatal company already exists
and will face undue competition, no license is granted. Also, preference is given to domestic
enterprises in granting licenses.
59 Officially, the use of foreign personnal is discouraged.
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manufactured products:
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11) Once we have experience in a foreign marnet, we are far more llexible as lo the types of
investments we will consider !l1ere.

impv11ar.!."

to say

12) We won't consider foreign investments unless we can have direct control over them.
_3_ Always true
_3_ Often true
_l_ Sometimes true
_Never true
_.z._ Doesn't apply
_ I'm not at liberty to say

Comments: From 'Doesn1 apply', ·we have generally picked partners from the country
involved."
13) We won't participate in foreign markets in which we must share our management experience
through a joint venture or other equity-sharing or non-equity agreement.

_Always true
_Often true
_3_ Sometimes true
_.5._ Never true
_,_Doesn't apply
_ I'm not at liberty to say
Comments: From 'Never true', "Happy with partners."
14) We won't participate in foreign markets in which we must share our technology or production
methods through a joint venture or other low or non-equity agreement.

18) Our foreign joint venture partners are (Please circle appropriate response):
~Often

Sometjmes

~

Local companies within the forest industry................... .3 .......... 1 .............. .2 ................ 1
Local companies outside the forest industry ..............................................4 ................ 3
Local government units.......................................................................... 2 ................ 5
U.S. companies within the forest industry...................................................................7
U.S. companies outside the forest industry...............................................1 ................ 6

Comments: From 'Never true', "We have shared with our partners."
15) We actively seek partners to share the financial burden of very large foreign projects.
_Always true

_.z._ Often true
_.z._ Sometimes true
_l_ Never true

....i.. Doesn't apply
_I'm not at liberty to say
16) Joint ventures reduce our foreign risk exposure.
_Always true
_LOftentrue
_.5._ Sometimes true
Never true
....z.... Doesn't apply
_I'm not at liberty to say
Comments: From 'Doesn't apply', "The experience has been important, but not the sharing of
risks."
17) In a country with stringent foreign exchange and profit remittance controls, we would prefer a
wholly owned subsidiary over a joint venture or other type of arrangement.
_Always true
_Often true
_l_ Sometimes true
_.z._ Never true
_a_ Doesn't apply
_I'm not at liberty to say
Comment.s: From 'Never true', "Partners are helpful in such circumstances."
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Third country forest products companies ..................................................1 ................ 6

p..

Third country companies outside the forest industry................................. .2 ................ 5

:><

Other international agencies or institutions............................................... 2 ................ 5

O;j
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Other? Locallnvestors ............................................................................2 ................ .
Rnanciallnstitutions/rnanufacturers

C)

19) We use low or non-equity arrangements to get our "foot in the door" or to "test the water" of

0

foreign markets.
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_Always true
_3_ Often true

_a_ Sometimes true
_l_ Never true

_Always true
_Often true
_3_ Sometimes true
_.5._ Never true
_l_ Doesn't apply
_ I'm not at liberty to say
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:::1

~
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_L Doesn't apply
_ I'm not at liberty to say

Comments: From 'Often true', "[Our company does this] through license agreements."
20) As a general company policy we will not consider certain types of investments (eg. - minority
owned joint ventures, production sharing agreements, etc.).
_3_Yes
_±_No
_l_ Doesn't apply
_l_ I'm not at liberty to say
21) We tend to have more joint ventures and/or non-equity arrangements in industries <r~~ay
from our traditional product lines.

Yes
_a_ No
_a_ Doesn't apply
_I'm not at liberty to say
Comments: From "No", "In most cases we are partners because of our technical knowledge and
their local knowledge of distribution and markets. •
22) In countries with histories of social unrest, we prefer minority ownerships or non-equity
arrangements.

_.z._ Always true
Often true

_.z._ Sometimes true
Never true
_5_ Doesn1 apply
_I'm not at liberty to say
23) In countries with social unrest,local partners- public or private, can be far more efficient at
assuming a number of important risks and responsibilities than can expatriate management.
_Always true
....i_Oftentrue
_.z._ Sometimes true
Never true
_a_ Doesn't apply
_I'm not at liberty to say
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\0

24) In a matl<et where knowledge of the local rustomer is more Important than ;.ny d1stnou11on
skills we could bring, we would prefer joint ventures and other low or no~quily arrangements.

32) We commonly ship products and/or technology between the U.S. and our foreign

_.3... /Wiays true
...Z...O"en true
_.3... Some limes true
_Never true
_1_ Doesn't apply
_I'm nor at liberty to say

...5...Yes

25) The types of investments we consider in developed counrries are far different than those in
underdeveloped countries.
_Always true
__.4.., O"en true
....L Sometimes true
Never true
4 Doesnl apply
• _I'm not at liberty to say

operations.
_!..No
_ Doesnl apply
_I'm not at liberty to say
Comments: From 'Yes', "Formerly with Canadian affiliate, now with Mexico."
33) We find ourselves under pressure abroad to convert our wholly owned subsidiaries into
equity sharing arrangements.
_Yes
_jLNo
....L Doesnl apply
_ I'm not at liberty to say
34) The top officers in our company have had International experience .

Comments: From 'Often true', "In developing countries the investment tends to be oriented
towards 'basic' products (bags, boxes, etc.) with low cap~al needs and a short return, while in a
developed COI!ntry higher tech and more sophisticated products tend to be the case."

_a_ Yes
.J...No

26) Does your company engage in contractual types of arrangements abroad (management
contracts, turnkey contracts, production-sharing contracts, etc.)?

35) In general, management is very Interested In and supportive of our international operations.

...5...Yes
_!..No
_I'm not at liberty to say
If yes, please elaborate: "Sometimes we contributed technology on a formal basis."
"Information, assistance, technology agreements, one case of a Turn-Key project.
Technology licensing."
27) Does your company have any foreign licensees?

...5... Yes.
_.:t.No

....L rm not at liberty to say
28) Does your company have any foreign franchisees?
Yes
_jLNo
....L rm not at liberty to say

29) We have integrated rationalized production systems for at least some of our products,
utilizing the comparative advantages of dillerent regions of the world in their manufacture ..
_Yes

_j!_No

_I'm not at hberty to say
30) Our products are mostly sold in the countries in which they are manufactured.
_!..Yes
...Z...No
_I'm not at liberty to say
Comments: One company checked both 'Yes and No". Its tally was not included. This company
noted, ·some are, some aren't."
One company checked neither. This company noted, ·u.s. products sold domestically.
Foreign pulp/paper products exported. Foreign products converted products sold in local
markets."
31) We commonly ship products and/or technology between our foreign subsidiaries.

_i,.Yes
...5...No

_ Doesnl apply
_I'm not at liberty to say
Comments: From 'Yes', "Relates to Integrated board production/box converting operations."

_I'm not at liberty to say

....L Strongly agree
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_.4...Agree
_a_ Disagree
_ Strongly disagree
....L Doesn't apply
_I'm not at liberty to say
Comments: From 'Disagree', "We have changed focus to domestic."
36) Does your company have any overall world strategy guiding its inVestment philosophy?
(eg.- "We view the world as our market and make investments in that market where we can earn
the best return for our shareholders," or something similar.)

_a_ Yes
...5...No

...Z...I'm not at liberty to say.
It yes, please elaborate: From 'Yes', [The company's) international group strategy statement was
becoming a part of the overall corporate statement."
From 'No', "For [our pompany), international is not a part of an overan corporate strategic
statement."
37) Please rate the following regions of the world according to the way you see them in terms of
their future market potential for direct investments by U.S. forest products companies over the
next 10 years (1-highest; s-lowest).
Hrilest
!,p.om

Western Europe......................................1............ 2 ............. 1 ............ .3 ............. 1
Eastern Europe ...................................................................................1 ............. 6
Canada .................................................................2 ............. 3 ............ .3 ...............
Central America..................................................................................2 ............. 6
South America .......................................................1............. 2 ............ 2 ............. 3
PacHic Basin............................................1.............6............................1............. ..
Soviet Union.......................................................................................1 ............. 7
Communist China ....................................1.............1............. 3 ............ 2 ............. 1

-....!
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